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Starretts and Gambles
Subscriptions $3.06 per year payable In
advance ; single copies three cents.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Advertising rates based upon circulation
Having in m.v search for informaand very reasonable.

’Miami’s Finest bay Front Hotel'

i tion concerning my ancestors, come
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The, Rockland Gazette was established In I into possession of a copy of the
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established and j “Knox <’04int*’ Historical and Genea
consolidated with tlie Gazette in 1882. The logical Magazine” I find that the
Free Press was established In 1855 and In
1881 changed Its name to Ihe Tribune. These Starrett ?tn<l Gamble families are
papers consolidated March 17, 1807.
mentioned, and as I had ancestors of
those names I hope yon can tell me
IP
•••
•••
••• ••• •••
••• - •. r where I can get more information.
Mrs,. Helen Gile Landry,
•••
1 will honor Christmas In my heart
27 Union St., Northfield, Vt. Dec. 20

furopean
Plan. Overlooking City
and Beautiful
Biscayne Bay. In th&
center of all activities.

WM. M. GAie

and try to keep It all the year.
Charles Dickens.

•••
•••

Manager

•••

Acamuxiata$00 Cuejts

•••
•••

POTATOES WERE SMALL

But Maine Raised
Half Million
Bushels More Than Last Year

BOOhLfcT AND INFORMATION FURNISHED ON RtQDtST

Potato production in the New Eng
land Slates for 1928 amounted to
46,552,000 bushels. This total com
pares wkh 45,662,000 bushels har
vested last year and the average of
47,253,000 bushels for the preceding
five years.
Maine’s total production was given
as 37,840,000 bushels compared with
37,353,000 bushels last year. The re
port said that a material part of the
potatoes produced were small in size
and that the volume of potatoes of
merchantable quality
was much
smaller than a year ago.
Reports received by the service
showed that 47,916 acres of seed
potatoes passed final field inspection
this season. The final field inspect
ed acreage in Maine increased 56 per
cent over that of 1927 and in New
Hampshire and New York 36 per cent.
Vermont was the only state report
ing a decrease, which amounted to 26
per cent.

Christmas Club
of the

Rockland Savings Bank
Rockland, Me.

5 WAYS
To Have

MONEY FOR CHRISTMAS
Select one of the following Clubs

33d ANNUAL

FIVE-DOLLAR CLASS
Requires a deposit of $5.00 each week for the next 50 weeks. In
December, 1929, you will receive a check for $250.00, plus interest.

Gift Ball

TWO-DOLLAR CLASS
Requires a deposit of $2.00 each week for the next 50 weeks. In
December, 1929, you will receive a check for $100.00, plus interest.

OF

Gen. Berry Hose Co.

ONE-DOLLAR CLASS
Requires a deposit of $1.00 bach week for the next 50 weeks. In
December, 1929, you will receive a check for $50.00, plus interest.

AT

Watts Hall, Thomaston

FIFTY-CENT CLASS
Requires a deposit of 50 cents each week for the next 50 weeks. In
December, 1929, you will receive a check fpr $25.00, plus interest.

MONDAY EVENING

TWENTY-FIVE-CENT CLASS

DECEMBER 24

Requires a deposit of 25 cents each week for the next 50 weeks. In
December, 1929, you will receive a check for $12.50, plus interest.

CLUB STARTS DECEMBER 10
Join now and make your first payment

145-tr

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, December 25, 1928

Clark’s Orchestra

TO BE TORN DOWN
Famous Waldorf-Astoria In New
York Will Be Replaced By 50-Story
Structure.
The Waldorf-Astoria Hotel on Fifth
i avenue between 33rd and 34th streets
New York, which has housed several
Presidents of the United States and
visiting royalty and has l)ecn the
scene of m; ny noted ceremonial din
ners. is to be torn down next summer
and replaced by a 50-story office
structure.
Sale of the hotel to the Bethle
hem Engine ering Corporation is an
nounced hy Lucius M. Boomer, presi
dent of the Waldorf-Astoria Realty
Corporation The purchase price was
not revealed but it recently was re
ported that the hotel was asking more
than $1*000.000 for the property.
Demolition of the hotel will not
begin until next June and its op
eration meantime will he uninter
rupted. The new building, plans for
which alreadv have been completed,
will lie finished in the fall of 1930.
The Waldorf, begun in 1890 and
1 finished in 1893. was built upon the
, location ,of the imposing house of
j William Waldorf Astor. The John
Jacob Astor homestead at the 34th
street corner gave way to the Asto
ria in 1897. both hotels later being
joined under one name.
The state apartments at the Wal
dorf were completed in time to pro
vide hospitality for a distinguished
succession of dignitaries bound for
the World’s Fair at
Chicago. Its
royal suite has l»een occupied by Li
Hung Chang, vice-roy of China, dur
ing his visit here in 1896, by Prin
cess Eulalia of Spain and by the crown
prince of Siam. In 1902 it was the
Manhattan headquarters of Prince
Henry of Prussia.
The king and
queen of Belgium resided there dur
ing their stay in this country fol
lowing the World War. Subsequent
ly it was the stopping place of the
prince of Wales.
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Checked at
the start

RUB your chest
with Vicks before
your little cold gets BIG.
Vicks acts two ways at once
to check the cold and prevent
complications:
(1) It is vaporized by the heat
of the body and inhaled for
hours direct to the inflamed airpassages;
(2) It acts through the skin
like an old-fashioned poultice,
“drawing out” the tightness
and pain.

At This

Holiday Season
We

Extend

Greetings
To all, whether our patrons or not.

SECOND HAND
FURNITURE SOLD

We wish you
z

health, happiness and prosperity for the New Year.

Every community is the materialized expression

of the thinking of its leaders.
Let us build in a spirit of neighborly interest—
from a genuine desire to cooperate—by banishing
selfishness and developing instead a Spirit of Com
munity Brotherhood.

Security Trust Co«
Rockland

Camden

Union

Rockport

Vinalhaven
Warren

“Satisfied customers are our best
advertisements.” There must be
a reason why we enjoy such lib
eral patronage from surrounding
towns.
For values that are
the talk of the town—and our
especially liberal terms—this store
is unexcelled ! New selections of
furniture daily. You can’t escape
New England weather—Its east
winds and piercing cold—select
your stove from our assortment.
A complete line of store and
office fixtures.
We have everything needed to
make a home.

Rockland Furniture Co.
15 TILLSON AVE.
ROCKLAND
Telephone 899-R
120STtf
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THREE

cents a copy

edward p. ricker

Moves On Political Chess- Needed In Fish and Game One of 1 hem Was Mentioned Death of Noted Hotel Man,
In Will of Former Rock
Department, Says Com
One 1 ime a Proprietor of
board At Expense of Wal
the Samoset
land
Woman
missioner
Parsons
lace White
Ail < it lovers will read with interest
Edwaial I*. Ricker, hop 1 owner, died
“As tlie annual report of the com
Congressman Nelson of the Third
the f » , iwing editorial which recent Saturday at the Mansion House, one
District has abandoned his intention missioner ol inland fisheries and
ly
.
p|>
nd
in
l
he
I
ios
mi
I
lernhl
:
ol his properties, after a long illness,
game, filed as required hy statute at
of entering the 1930 primary for the
lie was 81 years old.
the end ol tbe fiscal year. June 30,
Republican nomination for United could not show important work that
Th Springlb Id haptfr of the Blue
Mr. Ricker was born in the house
States Senator, according to the story lias since been completed, it is be Cross Society an organization for a I Poland Spring in wlnich he died.
animal
1
now
recomthe
relief
of
The Mansion House then was an un
now going in political circles.
lieved that a supplementary report
mends, after ilelibel '.Oil for two pretentious country itavern..
He
As told it is because he expects of some of the season’s activities
years,
thate
xittens
lltffn
in
that
city
raise<| it from a country stopping-off
looking toward enlarged facilities for
to walk into that position on a path
save
oni
a.
h
litter,
be
destroyed.
1
place into the vast hotel organization
the propagation of fish might be de
of roses in 1932.
'i’lie society finds it difficult to place! of today which includes a new hotel
For the past four years it has been sirable, says Commissioner Parsons stray cats in the homes of Springfield. at Augusta, Ga.
well known of politicians that both I
introduction lo a supplement
Hut who is to ih'ciil*. which kitten Is' Mr. Ricker, while not a candidate
Congressman Nelson and Congress ary report just filed with the Gov- to be saved? Win
’ll judge tin-' for political office himself, had I een
man White of the Second District : ernor and ( ouncil.
erring y ? Then' i
zausty proverb : active in poWtics. He was sponsor
“
That
the
stocking
of
lakes
and
ho lied some day to sit in the so called
that in the dark ad cats are gray. In' for the political career of the late
upper House of the National Con- | ponds with fish from four to ten the <1 tytime. one kitten differcth from , Bert M. Fer no Id. one of his neighgress. However, nothing crystalized | inches in length is more effective
One wi 1 b<- gay. *‘«rs, who became a United States
an niter in glor
until this year, the past fall, when the than with small fry is a fact that
has been recognized by this Depart sportive; another morose, repellingJ Senator after serving four years as
senatorial matter broke.
caring only for Governor of Maine.
friendly advance.
Very early in the recent campaign ment for many years, the first rearing
When it was proposed to lower the
Yet
thi sullen kitten may grow
ct thi."
it became well known that friends of pools being built at our hatcheries 23 lood.
up to be genial, handsome, an accom level of the Rangel ey lakes, several
Congressman White were urging him years ago. or in the summer of 1905.
years ago, Mr. Ricker organized and
“The limited funds at the disposal plished mouser, while the joyful kitto announce his candidacy for 1930;
len may develop selfishness and in led a successful crusade "to save tho
also it became very common knowl of the Department, however, would
lakes of Maine.” Out of this came
edge that ’he was receiving the sug not permit of any great progress and difference tow; rd its natural prey.
Why destroy the whole litter save the 'present “Fernald law." enacted
gestions with a very receptive and ten yei.s ago found the Department
during the administration of Gov.
with 11 hatcheries and few rearing on< ? It is not probable that the older Fernald. This law prohibits the ex
friendly ear.
cats c mid be taught lessons of birth
Congressman Nelson’s friends were pools.
portation of hydro-electric power
“Th *se hatcheries were callable of control, I ill is that any reason for from the State of Maine.
talking to him in the same way Con
gressman White’s were conversing hatching and carrying to the feeling taking inn cent lives? Think of the
For many years he was direelor of
with him and Congressman Nel stage, when they have to lie thinned famous men who have cherished cats the Boston and Maine and Maine t’e.i.
son was listening with the kind of out, 25,000.000; and for more than ten and sung their praise in verse and tral railroads. He was president of
ears. Next it became known that a years, even during the World War. pr. sc. or found e infort in their com the Ricker Hotel Gomijpny, which
M ntaigne.
Cardinal
group of what might be called the whenever funds could possibly he panionship:
manages the Kineo House on MooseRepublican organization of Maine spared, rearing pools have been built. Rida lieu, Mohammed, Cowper, Gau head Lake litid the Hotel Samoset at
U.audelaire. Anatole France,
were espousing the cause of Mr. Nel Until a year ago we had 206 such tier,
Rockland for the (Maine Central Rail
son and that they were trying to pre pools, including those connected with <’h :mp!leui\ -these are only a few.
road, in addition to being president of
vent Mr. White going in. Next it the Hill Hatchery, now the property
Think of the admirable ancient ll'irain Ricker <and Sons, Inc., owners
became known that the Congressman of the State, Last spring we lib- ! Egyptians. If a cat died a natural of several hotels in Maine and at Au
from the Second District had been crated more than half a million fish death in a private house, all the In gusta. Ga. The other brothers are
told that he must keep out of Nel from five to ten inches in length, in mates shaved their eyebrows; tbe Hiram W. and Alva B. Ricker. A
son’s way. This telling was hy the addition to the six months’ old fish bo<lies of the eats were embalmed and widow’ and two sons, Edward I*., Jr.,
group mentioned. Mr. White declined four and five inches in length, as bulled in . lend repositories; not and James W. survive.
emphatically and to make it still the result of work begun ten years only at I’.ubastis, for their mummies
stronger very shortly thereafter made ago, thus leading the Federal gov are t i be. found at Thebes. and other
MAINE’S NEW JUDGE
formal announcement of his candi ernment more than six years in our towns in Egypt. Think of the women
dacy.
who.
living,
still
cherished
their
eats
Hon. Frank G. Farrington, recently
settled policy of rearing larger fish
Already the story has been told of for restocking Maine waters.
by < aving money for their support. named an associate justice to tho
how those opposed to him sought to
* * • •
j-*s Mrs. Harriet .1. Ginty of Charles-; Maine Supreme bench, arrived at his
di'ssuade Gov. Brewster from enter
,
„
,
,
ill
Hown. who In 1»I3 left her estate, with ),om€ |n Augusta, Thursday after
ing the contest and throw his sup
•■The
"nd >^e ' 1
" several weeks-stay at the .Maine don
t|,,, ,.„n,iit|,,n that he care , ,.a] hospital in
port to Gould and so defeat White. ated in spring fed brook and l.irg
Portland, where he
|)|( R |n(| p.,, ., v There was Mrs.
Nothing doing, said the Governor, streams several million fry each year, f
was receiving treatment. Mr. Far
despite the dangled bait of his being as the expense of hatehing them was
r.udray of liockland.
rington nihdf the journey by train
negligible. This policy is followed by ,
her pet Heap
taken care of a bit later.
and upon reaching his residence at
A good part of what has preceded the Federal government and many of “He is tn have the best nf care, al
38 Bangor street, went directly to bed,
has been history, but a ratheT neces the States. While the Federal Gov lowed tn sleep on the table nr win
although he enjoyed the journey and
sary review in order to make clear ernment and most of the States plan' dow-sill, and lint left nut nf doors at
did not app<‘ar to be over tired. It
what is to follow.
many fry. it is believed that all aim « 'l. and $5 a month is f >r salmon, milk
is not known when Mr. Farrington
Now, as the story goes, thits group for larger fish.
ud meat. When he dies he is tn have will appear for qualification and o; th
has declared political war on Con
•'The Commissioner believes that a white < askef’made and be buried in
for the office as associate justice.
gressman White because he refused this State should continue its pol my lot. and a small stone put up for
to accept it as the dictator, the con icy of slocking our lakes and ponds, him cos lug $20.’ We could cite
TURNER CENTER DEAL
trolling power of the entire Repub and wherever possible, our rivers and earlier instanei s: Mme. Jeanne Felix
lican party of Maine. It has said:
streams with fish ranging from four of Paris, who in 1671 left 30 sous a
With the counting of 100,000 stock
White must be defeated !
to ten inches, or even 12 inches In month Hr her tw i eats; the woman
holders’ votes still incomplete it was
That’s the ultimatum.
some instances, and increase our mentioned by Drext-lius. who b^-v
indicated by stockholders that an
The effort to induce Gov. Brew rearing poo’s for fish as rapidly as
qiicathod 500 (‘cus to her pet; the $800,000 offer of the Turner Center
ster to keep out and throw his possible. The incoming Legislature
learned lawyer. P. .1. Groshey, who System, Inc., a newly formed Mas
strength against White having failed, will he asked for an increased ap
dying in 17s'., left 24 livres for each sachusetts corporation, to buy the
a different battle line was arranged. propriation for that purpose.
year nf his two surviving eats; the Turner Center System, dealers in
This, as told the writer hy various
"Fish and Game Associations are Englishwoman who.in 1828 bequeathed
I dairy products would 1m> accepted by
prominent party men, calls for Con becoming interested and even some
, ,
♦ i
rt1
«i
'V* an.R” J I"
of Hv«‘ pounds to a margin cf four to one. Under the
gressman Nelson’s staying out of the individuals
have erected poMs and the..... . Ti)|.
„s ,,
lh(. |:i.„-kiej
offer th(, Turner Center
Senatorial garden, asking and receiv Department /last spring furnished
of Benjamin I1. Dliiey of Wilkes System stockholders will receive for
ing a renomination and election to them with several hundred thousand
the lower house in 1930.
All his fry which they fed during the sum Barre. I‘a . win, in 1608 came into a each 10 shares of stock $2.50 in cash
and $7.50 h the stock of the new
friends joining hands with the sup mer months to be planted in the fall fortune of $40,000.
I.-idies of Springfield, iiave a heart; company. The result of the vote will
porters of Senator Gould and giving in nearby Maine waters, thus showing
or
at
least establish a elosed scas.in he announced at a meeting of the
Mr. White the political trouncing of praiseworthy cooperation with the
for p .or Puss.
directors Saturday.
his life.
Department in its ceaseless efforts
« , « «
Well. Senator Gould is along in
with meager funds to improve con
‘
A
Siihsei
ihei
"
wiio
sends
us
tile
TO SUPPORT TREATY
years; well up in the seventies. Long
ditions and keep pace with the over above dipping, asks if tiie i-ile about
about the beginning of 1932 he is
increasing demand upon our lakes l.lller Sin ill !•'. mi ray is true and if
Support of the antl-wair pact of
to realize that life and work in the
"Bean" is sii.l alive. Tlie story is Secretary Kellogg may be expected
Senate at Washington is getting a hit and streams.
true, and after tiie deatli nf "Bean" from Senators Hale and Gould of
too strenuous for him, that he may as
tlie wish expri ssed in her late owner's Maine according to letters received
well retire to his comfortable home in
"Tlie -caring pools erected by tlie will was carried apt lo the letter.
from the Brunswick Rotary dub, the
Presque Isle, Aroostook County,
Department to he operated in con
club having requested them to supState of Maine, and enjoy the re
junction with our hatcheries are
maining years of his life in quiet,
HI r FROM SHOULDER p »rt .the measure.
cared for by Ihe hatchery superin
Senator Hale wrote:
free from the turmoil of Washing
tendent without any increase in
“I expect to support the treaty
ton, whereupon he will resign. Con
salary or additional expense except Former
Deputy Commis when it comes before the Senate.”
gressman Nelson would then be a
the
cost
of
feed
for
the
fish.
candidate for his place and be nomi
sioner Maxey Soaks Fish Senator Gould wrote:
"During the present season, since
“I am highly in favor of the treaty
nated, because the Gould, the Nelson
tiie
Commissioner
’
s
annual
report
in
and Game System
and you may he assured I shall do all
and the Hale forces would join hands
Strongly condemning the present that 1 can to a sist its iaRflc;.*ion bv
to see that it is done. It is further June, Ihe Department lias built Ba
stated that Senator Gould has agreed additional rearing pools and now has adniinistra.tive policy relating tn fish the Senate.”
16 more under construction anil und game, Robert P. Maxey, former
to this program.
A handsomely engraved Christmas
There is. however, one fly and a nearly completed, so that next spring deputy cninmissiorier of the State
large one in the ointment of this the State will have 257 such pools Fish and Game Depirtnient, fired a folder bearing likenesses of the f*>*
plan. All members of what is known capable cf carrying a million and a barrage of chargen at the sy^tein mous chapel at Annapolis and of the
as the Republican organization are half fish to the fingerling stage, four Thursday night wlien he spoke to airplane carrier Saratoga has been
not in accord with this program. and five Inches in length, or a million more than 250 members of the Cum received by Mayor Carver with the
They feel that those interested in it two year old fish from six to ten berland Ui»un.ty Fish and Game As compliments of the Regiment of Mid
and 12 inches in length.
sociation at the Falmouth Hotel.
shipmen. U. S. Naval Academy. This
are going a bit too far.
•’With the present pools doubled we
Mr. M.ix.-y, whose retirement f< 1- is in appreciation of the many cour
They are taking the position that
it is not the business of the organiza can plant a million two year oil; lowed a furore created about a year tesies extended the naval academy
tion, if you wish to call it that, to every year. The hatcheries not yet ago when lie established a zone war men on their recent visit here and
salutation
readis:
“XIa.wr
dictate who shall or shall not be can fully developed have excellent facil den service, defended his action pub the
didates of the Republican party. ities for at least 52 pools more, which licly for the first time since he left Carver and citizens of Rockland,
That, they contend is the prerogative should be built the coming season: -illii’e. Alleging that the commission Maine."
of the members of the party in the and In addition to these pools, which er of the Fish and Game Department
primary elections and the organiza are con^ieeted witli the hatcheries, is actually under the domination of
VOUR FAVORITE POEM
tion should maintain a hands off feeding stations should ho established the Governor and Uoiin dl. Mr. Maxey
policy.—Sam Connor in Lewiston on spring fed brooks in every county claimed that the systi m of wardenIf I had to live my life again I would
Journal.
in the State to be used as convenient ship he instil litid is slowly being de have
a rule to read some poetry and
stroyed. lie asserted that his action listen made
distributing points for trout.
to some music nt least once a week The
was necessary or he would have to loss of these tastes Is a loss of happiness
The annual membership shield pre
close his eyes “to the wasting of Charles Darwin.
sented to the County Farm Bureau
"Excel’ent work has been per thousands of dollars of State funds
doing the best in the membership
A CHRISTMAS HYMN
campaign was won by Hancock formed hy the warden force during and Income myself a party to the
It was the calm and silent night!
County tor the third time. Hancock the entire season. The extra men system.’’
Seven hundred years and fifty three
Citing many instances of alleged Had Rome been growing up to might.
won 655 roints. Washington was provided for night patrol during the
Ami now was queen of land and sea.
second with 585 and Oxford third hunting season proved most effieienl poor managenu nt. Mr. Maxey made
No sound was heard of clashing wars
with 520.
Knox-Lincoln was fifth Through the pfforts of the entire it clear that he did in t intend to he
Peace brooded o’er the bushed domain:
force many violators, lawless jackers personal and that he is a candidate Apollo. Pallas, Jove and Mars
with 450 points.
for
no
olfice.
Declaring
that
Maine
Held
undisturbed their ancient reign.
and night hunters paid tlie penalty
In the solemn midnight.
anil already several have had tlie op is confronted with a scarcity of wild
j
Centuries ugo!
portunity to think it over behind iron life, he critii ised the operation of fish
A1 the S i qn of .;; _
hatcheries, fi ‘din ,* stations and game Twas in Ihe calm and silent night!
liars.
With
few
exceptions
the
offi

ss
North National Bank
The center of haughty Rome.
cers have had tlie hearty cooperation preserves or refuges.
urged Ills chariot’s flight.
Mr. Maxey then related in detail Impatient,
of the Courts, which is greatly appre
From lordly revel rolling home:
the conditions as he found them in Triumphal arches, gleaming, swell
ciated.
His breast with thoughts of boundless sway;
The warden force, especially in our office. He charged that the warden What reeked the Roman what befell
great game counties, should he per system was so had that lie believed' A paltry province far away.
it his duty to reorganize it. A zoning j
In the solemn midnight.
manently strengthened. Fur hearing
Centuries ago!
animals as well as deer and ruffed i system was devised, the State di- i
vided into four zones and' each zone
grouse should receive better protee...
mi
i
, - Within that province far away
into tlir. . ,L trii ts. fwelve hone«t.
Went plodding home a weary boor :
tion. It is hoped that the
in . ofilcicnt men were chosen to act as I A streak of light before him lay.

j

North'
We Solicit
National \
Bv
Bank
1 Your Business!

license fees over last year will tak ■ |

The only difference between stumbling-blocks and
stepping-stones is in the way you use them.

J

Volume 83.................. Number I 54

cherished cats

more wardens

Tuesday
Issue

T

The NORTH National has been serving the people
of Rockland and community for 74 years.
1928

1854
Checking Accounts
Savings Accounts four per cent
Safe Deposit Boxes $3.00 per year
Investments

Resources
$2,873,000.00

Foot of Limerock Street

care of the expense of the extra
wnrilen forcr during the hunting seawairten Torce during ui oui i g
son authorized hy the Governor and
Council and an extra sum sufficient
to make such inoreaae of the force
perminint has been asked for in tlie
budget presented by the Department.
“Ruffed grouse are reported more
plentiful this fall than for many
years. Another good hatching sea
son
will
find them
practically
restored.”
ONE OF AL’S EIGHT

North National Bank
Rockland, Maine

The Rhode Island returning board
completed the official count of the
Nov. 6 election Thursday and found
that Gov. Smith had won the state
from Herbert Hoover by a margin of
1.451 votes. The vote was: Smith
118,973; .Hoover, 117,522.

j

|
j

wardens of (h(,Sp distr|ets and

t(>]d (n (.h()((>(heir ;issistants.,
....
,
.1
| p, v were instructed to forget pol.ri(,s. 1(> prpfer (,j(j «>mp]Oves as far as ,
1>(14si,,,p bll, ,(l
(h ;
)l(,F| nien v;,n„i.j,.
Tin- new force functioning.
funelloning. Mr.
The
Maxey left his office. Now he charges
|
that \ hile supervisors are trying tol
keep down political appointments
they are slowly being defeated. In !
concluding he urged that sportsmen
back up the measure to come before ’
tlie Legislature, that fish and game
administration lie removed from polltics and control bp vested ia seven
non-paid commissioners.
Mr. Maxey's revelations were sup
ported by Charles Z. Southard, author j
and >poiismin. who condemned the
present system, advocattsl the non
partisan cottittnissioit and an increased ;
annual license fee.

Fallen through a half shut stable-door

naUKht
mid what was going on within .

How keen the stars his only thought »—
The air how calm, and cold, and thin.
In th, sotenin mldniglit.

Centuries »,o!
O, stranee Indifference! low and nigh
Drowsed over common joys and cares:
The earth was still but knew not why
The world was listening, unawares
How calm a moment may precede
One that shall thrill the world forever!
To that still moment none would heed,
Alan's doom was linked no more to sever—
■ In the solemn midnight.

Centuries ago!

It is the calm and solemn night!
A thousand bells ring out. and throw
Their joyous peals abroad, and smite
The darkness - charmed and holy now I
The night that erst no shame had worn.
To it a happy name is given :
For in that stable lay. new-born.
The Peaceful Prince of earth and heaven.
In the solemn midnight.
Cetituiie.s ago!
Alfred Hommvtt.
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BIG YEAR AHEAD
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CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT

go-klnu'l. Me., Dec. 25, 1996
Peraonatly appeared Frank 8. Lyddle, who
on oath declared that he ia Pressman In the
offlee of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
issue oT this paper of Tire. 22, J928, there was
prited a total of 6263 copies.
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER.
Notary Public.

.IResoto/

Radio To Make Greatest
Strides and Please Millions
of Listeners

When the dock strikes 12 at mid
night. Dec. 81. radio’s greatest year
will hav? ended. Sixty seconds later
what pro.hises to l>e radio’s greatest
Made from the finest durum ukeof!
The angel raid unto them. Fear
year will b< a minute old. Every
not; for behold 1 bring vott good tid
thing that has been done well in 1928
ings of great Joy, which shall be to
will be done better in 11929, and things
all people. For unto you is born this
not even thought of during this year
Easy fo prepare
day in the city of David a Saviour,
will become part of the history of
Nb. an
which Is Christ the Lord.—Luke
FANCY
caa
broadcasting during the twelve
2:10,11.
CALIFORNIA
month to feme.
Pink Salmon
a
CAWS
Before looking ahead a year it is
Boneless Codtlah
lb. sox
The Vniversallst vestry was a col
best to glance back over the accom
Cloverdale Wheat Cereal
kg. »•<
orful and animated scene Friday eve
plishments o-l 192S. There have been
Tho blend la our
Rockwood’s Cocoa
a la kg. aj<
ning. the event being the annual
accomplishments and we of the Na
secret
—
but
the
Peanut Butter
lb. iqy
Christmas tree celebration for tlie
tional Rioadcasting Company who
Sweet-Nut Margarine
lb.
quality is an
Sunday School. In addition to the
are concerned with building the pro
Benefit Baking Powder
LB CAN a»<
open book. '
large number of children in attend- I
gram beft re it is broadcast are proud
Three Star Malt Syrup
can 444
ancc, parents and friends made it
of what has been done.
Makes delicious, healthful muffins
goodly showing in the big vestry. (
The news broadcast, radio report
Spruce houghs banked the stage, with
ing of an outstanding news event,
Pkg,
a background of evergreen trees. Two !
was developed more during 1928 than
beautifully trimmed Christinas trees '
during any pre
Rich
in
ritamines
and
mineral
sails
!
were at either side of the stage, and
vious year. The
No.
J
other decorations in keeping with j
arrival of ti)« ad
tlie season were noted. A program
venturous crew
given by the Sunday School featured
of the Bremen
Tiny Early June Peat of wonderful flavor!
a recitation by Jean Palmer, exer
and the historic
No. a
cises by the classes of Miss Ruth
voyage wf the
Pdtac
CLOVERDALE
Graf ZeppAin re
Davis, Miss Myrtle Herrick. Mrs. A.
EXTRA SIFTED
B. Higgs. Miss Alice Fuller and Mis.
sulted in broad
Junket
pkg.IU
E. W| Pike, and a Christmas song by
casts of the most
Fancy
Medium
Shrimp
canW
Mrs. Knickerbocker’s class.. These
thrilling and inInstant Postum
lge. can W
exercises included recitations, songs,
xteresting k i n cl.
Benefit Pure Extracts
bot. tj<
etc. Several Christmas car ds were
The biggest news
Quaker Oats
lge. pkg. z}<
Is
sung. Mis- Hope Grcenhalgh at tlie
event of 1928. the
KarO
BIk Label
CAN or
really better
piano. Mrs Lilian S. Copping con
selection of a na
Sutler Toilet Tissue
} rolls tjtf
Try It today I
tional chief exec
ducting. Santa Claus' arrival was
Sunbritc Cleanser
4 cans 14 f
greeted with a joyful uproar, and
utive was covered
The economical package of qualify oats .'
from beginning to
then came the happy time of dis
end by radio. The
tributing the gifts and candy bags.
conventions
of
Mr. KnPRf rbocker, Lawrence Pike
both big parties went on tho air. the
and Mr. Higgs assisting kindly Saint
The popular laundry soap!
speeches of the major candidates
Nick hi this task.
were carried to millions by broad
casting and radio listeners were the
Irville C. Thurston of Union was a
first to kr.ow the nam« of the Presi
business visitor in the city yester
dent-elect of the United States. Ra
day. Accompanied by Mrs, Thurs
dio, as usual, was at the jringsijle
ton he leaves Boston Jan. 11 for the
for the championship boxing bouts
Pacific Coast. They will make a
and in the grandstand for the World
week's stay in Los Angeles, after
Series games and the big intercol
which the trail will lead to San
legiate football battles.
Diego where the Thurstons will spend
In the established realm of broad
itter roceries at ow rices
their fifth consecutive winter, with
casting, tremendous strides were
headquarters at the same hotel, the
taken. The radio presentation, the
Maryland. Mr. and Mrs. Thurston
program which is planned to give
like San Diego for one essential
variety and balanced entertainment,
reason and that is that no other
has been improved until listeners
COMPANIES FAIR
place in the United States can boast
have what is virtually a vaudeville
of a more even temperature, it is
show cr revue on the air. Radio
never hotter there than 90 in the
Say s Public Utilities Commis drama, too. has advanced as the di
shade, and only two or three times
and producers developed spe
in the past 100 years has the mer
sion Speaking Of Electrical rectors
cial technique for this type of pro
MRS. EFFIE L. PERRY
cury gone down to the freezing tioint.
gram. Constant experimentation has
Matters
The normal rainfall is 10 inches a
resulted in a quality for musical
Effie I-., wife of Frc< nan J. Perry
season, and it usually comes in Feb
Commendation is given to Maine broadcasts not even dreamed of sev
ruary and March. Butboa Park. Mis died Friuay night at her late home
sion Park, the theatres and churches on Ed vards street following a long electric utilities for their willingness eral vears ago.
The coming year will see further
give the Thurstons a busy program.
illness which had confined her to to work with the Public Utilties Com development of the news broadcast.
Church going is so popular there that
Mr. and Mrs. Thurston go to the the hous? since July. During all the mission and the public in adjusting Probably one of the biggest events
Congregational church an hour ahead months nt this sickness Mrs. perry rate schedules, by the Commission t>f the year will be the inauguration
of the service in order to get a gt oil ltad manifested a courage and a fine ers in their biennial report. The re of President-elect Herbert*Hoover in
seat. They will remain in California pirit that never failed.
Funeral port is signed by the former chair 'Washington. March 4. Already plans
are being made to handle this broad
until warm weather once more en services were held Bunday after
man. Charles E. Gurney, and Commis cast in a manner never before
velops Knox County.
noon and were largely attended with
sioners Herbert W. Trafton and Al equalled.
a beautiful tribute of flowers. Tlie
bert Greenlaw.
The big fights, the World Series
bearers
were
II.
L.
Karl.
Ivan
A.
Christmas as usual is a high light
"While it is true." says the report, and other important sports broad
Trueworthy.
Henry
Tominsky.
Arn

in the calendar of Rockland Lodge,
^that the Commission has passed casts will be put on the air as a
B. P. O. E. The home is undoubtedly old Allen and George Palmer,
upon many matters involving rate matter of loutine. It will be in tlie
painters
of
the
old"
Clifton
*
Karl
the city's most beautifully decorated
adjustments, resulting in both ad handling ot unexpected events tliat
organization
and
friends
of
long
spot and nightly motorists come front
vances and reductions in the prices the broadcasters will show tlve great
afar to view it. In addition to the standing with the family.
to be paid for services, it is notable est improvement for technicians and
The
deceased
was
a
daughter
of
usual charming electrical display a
that our electrical companies have program builders of the National
huge Merry Christmas sign sur tlie late John and Drucilla Lothrop. evidenced a willngness to cooperate Broadcasting Company now are
born
Jan.
29.
1868.
and
had
always
mounts the blazing B. 1*. O. E. to
with a commission and
...the public is making a special study of the best
complete a splendid picture. The resided in this city. She was married
methods of air reporting.
lodge is carrying on its regular in 1S90 and was verv happy in her, formulating rate schedules to meet
Lovers of symphonic music will
Christmas activities including the home. She was a member of Golden ' existiB« conditions. The tendency spend many an evening beside their
providing of 250 youngsters with bugs Rod Chapter. O.E.S. of many years'r°>' rates for electricity has been radio speakers in 1929. Symphonic
standing and an active worker for.f^ownward. with the ultimate view
and dinners, clothing for 55 families
music once was a difficult thing to
and milk for the winter for two fami the order, she was also a member of increasing the output by permit broadcast, but many of the difficul
ting customers to make a greater use
lies. All this Is in addition to a con of Pleasant Valley Grange and had
ties have beer, done away with by
of that agency of service.
siderable amount of charity done an always been interested in the Meth
“We feel that with the introduc working out new methods of placing
odist church with a special affection
nually straight through the year.
instruments in respect to the micro
for tip? "ell known Class 29. Rev. tion of modern appliances and the
phone.
Experiments in orchestral
Jesse Kenderdine of the church offi constant changes in the home and
When Genera! Supt. E. J. Davis ciated nt the services and spoke industrial plants, electricity is being placement will continue and steady
returned to his office at the cement
increasingly employed, and that the improvement in the tone and quality
special woids of comfort.
of symphonies heard on the air can
plant yesterday afternoon he found
Besides her husband Mrs. Perry is increased use will tend toward rates
ills desk occupied by a very nice auto
survived by Robert Dunbar who had which will be beneficial to both the be expected.
mobile :robp and an equally nice
New roloists may be cxi»ccted. too.
always been a member of the house utility and the consumer.
smoking set. A card indicated that
“The question of rural extension of for out of the thousands of vocal
hold and received all the care and
both were Christmas gifts ''Fro.ni the love of a son. one brother. John electric service has been given seri- and Instrumental artists given radio
Boys." Had a speech been required Rothrop of this city and three sis- j ous consideration by the commission auditions in the NBC Studios every
Mr. Davis would have been too over tors. Mrs. Rose Glidden of Damaris- during the past two years and many month, new ar.d excellent talent is
come to have made it, but down in the
cotta. Mrs. Addie Dunbar of Noble- , conferences and public hearings have sure to be found.
bottom of his heart was that inde
The ladio drama which steadily
boro and Mrs. Mina Fitch of East l^en held. Many of the electrical
scribable feeling that comes to cue
has been developing a form and
utilities
involved
have
also
been
mak

■who knows that daily association Warren.
ing a study of this question. Many technique distinctly its own will take
witli his fellow men lias bred the
rural extensions have been volun its place side by side with the most
MRS.
EMMA
HARRIMAN
kindly spirit evidenced' by such a
tarily made by the utilities with the popula? types of radio entertainment
remembrance.
during the year. Radio has had to
Word has been received here of result that a far less* number of oom- develop its own dramatics and its
the sudden death of Mrs. Emma Har plaints than formerly have been tiled own radio dramatic producers and
Tiny Tim of Dickens fame*brought riman at her home in East Orland, with the commission. We feel that
tlie message to tlie Forty Club's Nov. 29. aged about 79 years. Mrs. some progress has been made, al directors ar.d these men. now spe
Christmas session yesterday, using Harriman was born in this city, though much yet remains 'to be ac cialists. have learned much during
the past year.
the lips of Rev. Walter S. Rounds to daughter of Timothy and Orinda complished.”
Radi} was a stunt eight years ago.
show what is meant by the real spirit (Walker) Manning, in the house on
• » « •
Four years ago it was something
of Christmas. .Mr. Rounds worked
Camden street, now owned bv A. W.
The commissioners express strong that was attracting millions of peo
deal of fun into his comparison of Gregory, and which Mr. Manning
Christmas as enjoyed by the mortal built many years ago. Her girlhood approval of the annual appropria ple because there always was a cer
tion of $10,000 which the legislature tain gamble when the dials were
group around bumble Cratchit board
days were spent in this city and in | makes ,<>r thp aboIi8hment or altP|.„. twirled. During 1928. radio broad
and that of a modern over-indulged East Union. When a young woman
of
grade
crossings.
“No casting firmly established itself as
and under-diseipl'ined family group, she was married to Jdseph Harri tion
money which the legislature appro an institution and the coming year
but the message was keenly appreci
man of East Orland, where she had priates," says the report, “has in our may sae the development of radio
ated. The citili voted to ecoperate
since made her home. There were
opinion resulted in greater benefit to as an art.
with the Red Cross in supplying milk
five ?hiMren. two of whom survive
to a family
the public than has this appropria —By Bertha Brainard, eastern pro
her—George Harriman of East Or
tion. The cost -of abolishment or al gram director of National Broadcast
land. and Mrs. Grace M. Deals of
fetation of a grade crossing is in ing.
The “potato movie" at Park The Buckspo’t.
many instances so great that it fre
atre Saturday forenoon, held unde
She will he kindly remembered by
AREZZO OF THE AGES
the auspices of tlie new Lions Club, friends in this city, who knew her in quently becomes necessary to take
was a success beyond the expeeta her younger days. Rlelatives and .advantage of the cumulative feature
Arezzo is of the ages, no matter how
tions of the promoters. Tlie event friends alike always enjoyed her of this appropriation in order to have many modern villas you find there to
was free to children, the only stipu home visits although infrequent, as sufficient funds available for certain day. amid its less than 20,000 inhabi
lation being that each should take home cares debarred her from leav of the more expensive and important tants, smiling amid one of the most
a potato in lieu of a ticket. The ma ing her family to which she was de projects. Tlie last legislature amend beautiful and fertile districts of cen
jority of the patrons took more than voted. The funeral was held Dee. 1, ed the law so that under certain con tral Italy. It is the Arretium of the
one potato, and one child had a five- and the interment was in the family ditions an agreement may be entered third century before our era. Flaminto between the railroad company
pound grape basket full of spuds. Tlie lot in East Orland.
I and the town. This amendment inus went out from here to meet
aggregate made three sugar barrels,
makes the law much more flexible and Hannibal just before the battle of
full to overflowing, and these were
MRS MARY E. HALEY
enables
the commission in many in Lake Trasimenus. as Livy relates who
promptly distributed among the do
stances
to approve changes which calls it “quite the foremost Etruscan
Mrs. Mary E. (Sullivan) Haley died
serving poor by City Matron Cor
would
have
been impossible under the city at this time.” Pliny in his letters
Dec. 12, at the home of her daugh
bett.
describes his villa there, “situated at
old
law.
”
ter, Mrs. Hairy A. Cowie, in River
the foot of the mountain.' as the best
“
The
requirements
of
law
relative
It is the consensus of opinion that side, Fort Myers, Fla. Born April 1,
of all his villas. Being only^O odd
Main street never looked better at 1858. thi' daughter of Michael and to liabilitv insurance, while in th*' miles front Florence, it shared in the
the Christmas season, particularly in Bridget (Wall) Sullivan, she lived main beneficial and necessary, result best work of the Renaissance. It was
the night-time, when tlie illumina in Rockland practicallly all of her life in our opinion in some instances, in the birthplace of the poet Petrarch,
tions arc on. And if you can spare until eight years ago when she went I depriving small rural communities of
whose house is shown at 22 Via
the time just run out by the Cement to mak ' lur home with her eldest Hi public transportation service which
dell’Orto, and of the painter and bi
j they need, and which cannot now he
Plant and see the Merry Christmas daughter in Florida.
She was married in 1885 to Thomas given on account of the relatively high ographer of painters. Vasari. Here
and Happy New Year sign which
al-so was born Guido Aretino, the
has been erected by the Lawrence F. Haley of Frankfort, who died in cost to the motor vehicle operator of
Benedictine monk who invented the
Portland Cement Company. It is one 1895. She is survived by two daugh- i furnishing liability insurance. We
of the most attractive features of ters. M; (Owie and Mrs. William M. i recommend that the incoming legisla- musical scale. Giotto. Lippo Memmi
the Christmas season in this section Garbe if Brooklyn, also by two1 ture consider this question with the and Lorenzctti were all employed
broil 'i < Michael Sullivan, of Sydney. ' iXw to determine whether or not the here at the time of its greatest im
Alleged operators of fraudulent Montana, and John Sullivan, of existing provisions of law shall be portance in the history of art. Leon
Bruni. the
Chancellor of
checks descended upon Camden re Quincy. Mass. Her last years were changed so that the character and ardo
cently and made a good sized killing spent in enjoyment of her four grand amount of liability insurance to he Florence and a famous man of letters
It is said that there were four of the children Grace Mary, Ruth Frances, required in any instance shall be left was a native of this place, while
stranger: in a motor ear and that Florence Alexa and Robert Henry to the discretion of the Public Utili Browning chose to make it the birth
place of Caponsacchi. when he wrote
ties Commission.”
they ctrried license numbers from Cowie, who adored her.
Funeral services were conducted
There are at the present time 499 "The Ring of the Book.”
several states. One of the Camden
victims pursued the car to tlie North- by Rev. Father Robert P. Brennan, public utilities doing business in
end, but before the authorities could of St. Francis Xavier’s Roman Cath- Maine, divided as follows: Electric I: steamboats. 19: steam r.iilrtads,
reach the spot the car had disap olic Church. The burial was in Fort light and power. 70; electric rail- 26: telegraph. 4; telephone. 103:
Mycrs cemetery,
, roads. 11; express. 3; gas, 9; pullman, water. 157; wharfingers. 6
peared.
To increase the purchasing power of myntonev during 1929 by buying
quality groceries at thrifty prices at the nearby Cloverdale Store.

Macaroni •“.gSa”

4

Spinach

Z5
16

HEX COFFEE

15’
1Z
18'

Pillsbury’s Bran
Sauer Kraut

Cloverdale
Batter

5~Z3‘
5c,ke' zr

Rolled Oats

Kirkman’s Soap

TheCloverdaleCq
B

G

L

P

The Greetings of the Season
Lawrence Portland Cement Co.

COMMITTEE OF TEN

Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis,
Mo.

W. W. Nichols. Assistant to Presi
dent. Allis-Chalmers Co., Milwaukee,
Wis.
Silas W Strawn, Cliairman of tlie
Board. Montgomery Wlard Co., Chi
cago, ill.
w
Charles .1. Webb, President, C. J.
Ten men ic|ii-espiitlng varloUK parts Webb A Co.. Inc.. Philadelphia, Pa.
of thp country, have been iianiert by
John E. Edgerton, president of tlie
THE COST OF LIVING
National Association of Manufactur
ers, to serve as the sub-committee of
Food price; increased about onethe National Conference on Tariff
third of one per cent from Oct. 15 to
Adjustment, and draw up a practical
Nov. 15 and they have climbed about
plan for “taking politics out of the
one-half <f one per cent sine X<■..
Tariff.’ These men are to confer with
15 last ycat. Figures made public
members of the House Ways and
by the bureau of labor statistics show
Means
Coinmitttee,
the
Senate
that eggs contributed their Idt t"
Einanee Commiteee. President Cool
the rise, ."trictiy fresh ones being
idge and President-elect Hoover anil
nine per cent higher. Onion's were
others specifically interested They
7 per i^nt more costly and fresh to
will report back to tlie full conference mtit' es and prunes dug deeper into
which is made up of nearly 2fW Indus the consumer's pocket. Bui orang-s
trialists from ull sections of the coun decreased 13 per cent in (nice. Pork
try.
cliops showed a 5 per cent reduction
In selecting this important sub and other articles that cost less were
committee. Mr. Edgerton is making sirloin steak, chuck l-oats-t, bacou, ham.
•very effort to liave all major indus lard and Hour.
tries ^represented, including agricul
ture.
Tlie following nationallyWHEN IN NEW YORK—ICenirmticr that you
known manufacturers, with addi '■ail buy rnples of The Courier-Gazette, with
tl'C home news, at Hotaling's News Agency,
tional selections to be made later to 308
West 40th street.
include three representative agricul
turalists, have been named:
W. F. Bromley, President, Hammermill Paper Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
James A. Campbell, President,
Youngstown Sheet and Tube Co.,
Youngstown. O.
H. L. Derby, President. Kalblleisch
Silnzted on z beauGinl park
Corporation. New York.
Di«playin< an ensemble of palina and
F. C. Hood. President, Hood Rubber
hnptcal plants, overlooking Lake
Co., Boston, Mass.
Worth with a view of Palm Beach on
the opposite shore.
J. W. Hook, President. Geometric
216
rooms—esch with private bath ..,
Tool Co.. Bridgeport, Conn.
Luropcan Plan . . . Ntoderure rates
Charles F. H. Johnson, President.
•. . electric heel in til rooms.
Open all Year
Botany Consolidated Mills. Inc.. New
HENRY J DYKRS. Urr.
York.

Selected By Former Thomas
ton Man, On Tariff Mat
ter

Robeit L. Lund. General Manager,

•Gt

t.P

I o yourselves and to those dear

and near to you may Christmas

of tliis year mark the beginning of
an era of peace, prosperity and con
tentment for all.

That’s our wish.

The Great

Atlantic & Pacific
Tea Company .

nt

...........

•
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A Merry Christmas and a Happy

New Year

Red Tag Sale

<To each of those whose good will and pat
ronage we have enjoyed during the past year,
we extend a sincere line of thanks, together
with our heartiest good wishes for a Happy
Holiday Season, and a New Year of great
prosperity.
AND
«CTo the I 5008 shoppers who have visited our
shop during the past week, we extend our
thanks, and our Hearty Christmas Greetings.

'«<

This Red Tag Sale is held annually in order to clear stocks
All original white tags are left on garments for your comparison

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

Sale Starts in Garments Wednesday, December 26
LOOK FOR THE RED TAGS ON THE'FOLLOWING:

—

'

Billy Williams of Thomaston street ] Mr. and Mrs. Ernest F. Ginn of
broke his arm while cranking a Ford Pitt street, Portland, were weekend
car.
guests of Inland C. Blackington of
tho West Meadows.
Weather This Week
Sanford W. Helano of M.C.R.B.
Weather outlook for week In North
Dr. C. Harold Jameson andi family
and Middle Atlantic States: Partly freight < ffict staff is having a week's
arrived last week from Providence.
overcast weather with local snows or vacation.
Dr. Jameson resumes practice here
rains over the North Atlantic tstates
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Freetliy of Sar- the first of the year.
about Tuesday and rains or snows
after the middle of the week; tem gentville are moving into the Wey
Few families in Knox County have
peratures generally above normal mouth apartment at 481 Old County
read this paper and its predecessors
after Monday, followed by colder near read.
so long and steadily as that of B. C.
end of week.
The Coast Guard cutter Ossipee Perry, 473 old County road. Mr.
Israel Snow arrived Sunday front has been in port the past few days, Perry has receipts issued to his
Boston to spend Christmas with his always a welcome visitor albeit a father-in-law, James W. Ormsbree in
stern reminder of winter.
1857. when the I'nited States Demo
family.
crat was being published by A. & E.
The prevailing grippe cold ensnared Sprague, which paper ultimately
The regular meeting of Hocklund
Encampment, I. O. O. F. will be held Clerk o? Courts Griffin during the merged with The Courier-Gazette.
Wednesday night with refreshments. weekend. He was on duty yesterday,
however, at the expense of consid
The Lawrence Portland Cement
Company had 173 men on Its payroll
The weekly meetings of Battery erable self sacrifice.
with tho official opening of winter,
"G" will be held Friday this week
Dick Reed, a former Rockland and will probably continue that force
and next out of respect for the holi
newspaper man sailed from 'New York throughout the season. One cement
days.
Saturday on the Munson line steam kiln and o.ie lime kSln are being op
There will be a special communi ship Western World, bound for South erated. and under the management of
cation of Aurora Lodge Wednesday America, with a seven weeks' cruise E. J. Davis, both are giving a good
evening with work upon the Fellow- in view, lie makes the trip as or account of themselves. A bargeload
craft degree. This will be a Christ dinary seaman with a view to get of soft coal (1600 tons) is expected
mas present to the candidates ati ting “local color'' for a newspaper here some day this week.
the usual fee.
i yarn.
Five dever vaudeville acts will
prevail at Park Theatre Thursday.
The acts arc The Dance Shoppe in
“Ups and Downs of Dancing*:" Noble
and Brooks, "Two Clever Entertainers;" Truly Shattuck with March and
Conary in “Good Night Nurse.”
Evelyn Lewis, "The Versatile Miss:”
Erma and .Lawrence Flowers in
“Youth, and Agility." The feature
picture will .be "Marked Money" with
Junior Coghlan.

TALK OF THE TOWN

Wletide (tettngs5
i E. B. CROCKETT 5c & 10c to $1.00 STORE”
Rockland, Maine

5^

MaketheEntireFamilyHappy
With a New Car
Some of Bargains in Stock:
1925 Buick Coach, Standard ....................... $200.00
1925 Buick Coach, Master .......................... 160.00
1928 Chrysler Town Sedan, model 72....... 480-00
il 928 Chrysler Coach, model 62 .................. 340.00
1926 Chrysler Sedan, model 70 ..................
280.00
1926 Chrysler Coach, model 58 ................ 100.00
1928 Chrysler 4-Pass. Coup, model 72......
500.00
1927 Chrysler Coach, model 60 ............
220.00
1925 Chrysler Sedan, model 70 ................ 180.00
1926 Chrysler Coach, model 70 ..................
230.00
1926 Chrysler Sport Roadster, model 70
200.00
1925 Ford Coupe, very good .......................
60.00
1922 Ford Ton Truck; cash price.............
50.00
1926 Hudson Bro........... .................................. 220.00
1925 Jewett Coach....... ................................... 180.00
1926 Overland Coach . .................................. 100.00
1926 Overland Six Coach ............................
120.00
1927 Oakland Sedan
............................
260*00
1927 Oakland Coach .................................... 220.00
1927 Pontiac Landeau Sedan............ . ......... 200*00
‘1927 Whippet Coach...................................... 150.00
1924 Packard Sedan .....
140.00
1924 Studebaker Touring .............................
60.00
1926 Hudson Coach. Cash price.............
200.00
1926 Overland Six Coach. Cash price .... 150.00
1925 Essex Coach. Cash price..................
100.00
Chevrolet Touring, good running order....
25.00
Ford Ton Truck with starter..........................
50.00

1923 Buick Touring ........
1924 Overland Sedan .....
1922 Buick Six .................

Make Offer
Curtis R. Johnson

George E. Nichols
AT

ATLANTIC HIGHWAY GARAGE
New County Road

J*

t

Rockland

Frank H. Whitney who is wintering
in Fruitland Park. Fla., has lately re
turned to that town from a tour of
Southern Florida and Cuba. Part
of his trip was over the Tamiama
Trail which offered him an opportun
ity to see the Bok Carillon and the
winter estate of Thomas A. Edison.
Mr. Whitney's friends will be inter
ested to know that lie has mastered
the mysteries of motoring and is now
navigating c. Ford sedan. "A dry
winter thus far,” he writes.

John C. Meehan & Son, who have
been furnishing employment to 30u
men at Claik Island tlie past year ami
who are said to have ship|>ed four
million paving blocks during that
period, have shut down for the win
ter months

Tlie exodus of officials and em
ployes of the Lawrence Portland Ce
ment Company incidental to the
Christmas season, is on.
Howard
Newhudt, master mechanic went
with Mrs. Ncwhardt Friday to Allen
town, Pennsylvania: and were ac
companied by Miss Agnes Flana
gan. i Itlicrs who went to Allentown
included Mr. Hope, laboratory tester:
and James Symonds, foreman car
penter. Sidney Peters, foreman at
the wharf nr.d a member of the lab
oratory staff, has gone to his home
, in Philadelphia for the holidays.

26 Sport and Dress

4 Dress Coats, reg.

Coats, reg. $24.50

$19.50

Red Tag Sale $14*75

Red Tag Sale $13.50

22 Sport and Dress

4 Dress Coats, reg.

4 Dress Coats, reg.

Coats, reg. $35.00 and

$59.50

Red Tag Sale $25.00

6 Dress and Sport--------Coats
2 Dress Coats, reg. $85 —
R

IT

tl

tqqqo

Red Tag Sale $59.50

and $69-50
Re{| Tag Sale $49.50

Christmas goods which we do
net want to carry over will be
closed out at Half Price in
the following departments—
Handkerchiefs, Toys, Art Em
broidery, Stationery.

$49.50

$39.50

Red Tag Sale $42*50

Charles H. Zimmerman lias re
signed his position as assistant su
perintendent of the Lawrence Port
land Cement Company, and leaves
next Batiirduy. witli his family for
Waco. Texas, where lie will re-entet*
tlie employ of the Atlas Portland Ce
ment company, and install the ma-*
eliinery fox a new plant. Mr. Zim
merman came here in the late sum*
mer of 1927 to assist in tlie construc
tion of tlie Thomaston plant and was
retained o*i the staff of General Supt.
Davis.
Many friends will regret
tlie departure of this exeelilent fam
ily. A successor to Mr. Zimmerman
will probably not be appointed until
spring.

Red Tag Sale $35.00

8 Stouts, $15.00

Every Child's Coat

Red Tag Sale $10.00
8

Marked 25% Off

Christmas goods which we do
not want to carry over will be
closed out at Half Price in
the following departments—
Handkerchiefs, Toys, Art Em
broidery, Stationery.

Dresses

30 Dresses, formerly

50 Dresses, formerly

25 Dresses, formerly

NORTH CUSHING

Mrs. Iola Smith hM hM on electric
range installed in her home.
Mrs. Blanche Killeran was in Bockland Thursday guest of her sister
Mrs. Eds. Marshall.
Miss Callie I!. Smith visited her
sister. Mrs. Alice Copeland at South
Warren Friday.
Mr. end Mrs. Edwin Kinney and
Hfenry Caddy and family of St.
George were recent guests of Mrs.
Ida Smith.
Chester Hunt and family of Rockland were Sunday guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Leslie Hunt.
Junior Montgomery and little sis
ter Dorothy were in Rockland Wed
nesday. They saw Santa Claus at
Park Theatre was well! filled Sun Senter Crane's.
day afternoon the occasion being an
other of the popular indoor concerts
STRAND THEATRE
of the Rockland City Band. Mrs.
Thrills and excitement of every
Helen Wentworth was again assist
possible description flash across the
ing artist, appearing in both songs
screen today in “The Whip.” The
and readings. Miss Alcada Hall was
play has been filmed faithfully with
accompanist. The program, one of
all the thrills, train wrecks, horse
the most ambitious thus far under
races and auto smash ups magnified
taken by the Band boys, was finely
by the eye of the camera. Dorothy
given. The first half in tribute to
Mackaifl plays the featured feminine
the Schubert centennial was devoted
ro?e, with Ralph Forbes, Anna Q
practically to the compositions of that
Nilsson and Lowell Sherman, in the
great master. Franz l’eter Schubert.
Owing to the nature of these selec cast.
Wednesday and Thursday brings
tions no encores were given during Paramount’s
newest
production
tlie first half, but in the remainder “What a Night.” with Bebe Daniels
of' the program several encores were
portraying Bebe as a live wire news
played among them many of the pop paper reporter. You will see Bebe
ular airs of the dhv. Tlie work of go through thrilling escapades in or
Kennetii White, as trumpet soloist,
der to get one of the* biggest of
was one of the outstanding features
scoops for her paper.—adv.
of the program, winning high praise
from all present.
An oyster gets into trouble if it
opens its mouth. Not infrequently a
When spring opens tlie Rockland bishop does the same.—Bishop of
& Rockport Lime Corporation will Chelmsford.
begin quarrying operations in two
BORN
new localities—or rather two very old
. to Mr. and
localities, whichever you choose te PETTING I Lb At Union. Dec.
term them. One. os recently an Mrs. Car! Tettinglll, a son.
nounced in these columns, is tlie
MARRIED
Charles Crockett quarry at the head STONE-EMERY At Owl's Head. Dee 22. by
of Cedar street, where a new section
Rev. H. K. White, Charles Stone of Owl's
Head and Kathleen Emery of Rockland.
of limeroek vein is lieing uncovered
The other is the old abandoned
DIED
Oliver Brown quarry to tlie north HARRIMAN-At East
Orland. Nov. 29. Emma
ward of the Perry quarry which is
(Manning), widow of Joseph Harriman, aged
79 years.
located at the corner of Limeroek
—Riverside. Fort Myers, Fla.. Dec. Ii2,
street and Old County road. A der HALEY
Mary E. (Sullivan), widow of Thomas F.
rick is being erected, and pumping
Haley, aged 70 years. 8 months, 11 days.
Burial in Fort Myers cemetery.
operations will begin early in the
! spring. This operation will be viewed
CARD OF THANKS
, with vast interest because of the
We wish to express our sincere appreciation
fact that the Perry quarry (adjoin- for the many kindly acts accorded our dear
i ing the Oliver Brown quarry) is the one during her illness and thanks fur tlie
flowers sent in her memory.
one into which a woman leaped with beautiful
Freeman J. Perry, Robert Dunbar, Mrs. Rose
her two children some years ago. The Glidden. Mrs. Addie Dunbar. Mrs. Mina Fitch.
Rockland. Dec. 21.
bodies were never recovered and to
this day there are some persons who
CARO OF THANKS
really believe that the woman did not
I wisli to thank all those who so kindly re
commit suicide there, although her membered
me with flowers, fruit, cards and
outer garments, and those of her letters while I was in tin* hospital. I also
A. Fngg and Ihe nurses
children were found on the ledge near sincerely thank Dr.
at Knox Hospital for their unfailing courlesy.
the water, and nobody was ever seen
Adcllc Feyler.
leaving the spot,
Warren, Me,
•
Rev, Pliny A. AHen Jr., former pas
tor of the Universalist church, quali
fied in the “Who’s .Who In Maine"
column of tlie Portland Sunday Tele
gram. On«- portrait shows the pres
ent Norway pastor at the age of five,
with a serious expression which be
tokened that he was considering some
profession as dignified as the min
istry. The article says, however, that
his boyhood ambition was to become
a doctor. His present ambition for
Norway is "to have all tlie churches
of the village on such friendly and
co-operative terms that we may have
all the advantages of a federated
church without having one.

Coats

An opci. forum, or "free for all." is
scheduled for the program at Penob
scot VIjw Grange Thursday evening,
the subjects for discussion to l>e pro
posed legislation and the Grange's at
titude thereon. Mcmliers-rCeet to tlie
next Maine Legislature, who arc
members of the order, have been in
vited to attend Poll taxes for wom
en. rural electrification, taxation of
automobiies. a Slate income tax and
proposed changes in fish and game
laws will be among tlie topics to be
discussed.

O’

RED TAG SALE ON MILLINERY
After Christmas Markdown and Pre-Inventory Sale
Those who know this store know
the high character and style of our
millinery merchandise so these
prices on hats are particularly in
teresting.

One
to
One
to
One
to

lot of Hats; were $3.00
$5.00.................................$1.00
lot of Hats were $3.00
$6.00 .............................. 1.98
lot of Hats, were $4.00
$7.00 ................................ 2.98

All our higher grade Hats
that sold for $8.50 to $1 I.
will be sold for .... 5*00 to 7.00
A sweeping cleanup before stock
taking. Every hat to be reduced.

SENTER CRANE COMPANY
posed of young men physically fit, (
well trained, well equipped and ready
to take the Held at a day's notice.
Tlie desire for peace is true to tho
It is interesting to note the contrast
spirit of America and the surest guar
antee of lasting peace is a physically between the present National Guard
fit people, inspired by the spirit of organization and the Militia of some
the Constitution and strong enough years ago when young men willingly
to defend themselves against any foe. paid dues for the privilege of being a
In time of peace a nation of men of member and each company was re
sound physique, intelligence, skill, quired to hire a drill hall and pur
loyalty and soldierly character may chase their own uniforms and equip
be organized and trained for National ment witli such funds as they were
defense without seriously interfering able to collect by means of public 1
with productive industry in which dances and various other functions f
Today the Fedcr.il Government fur
they may be engaged.
It was in recognition of this fact nishes every article of clothing,
that the National defense act of 1916] equipment and ordnance required to
was adopted under which the perma- , gether with airplanes, tractor artil
nent military establishment of the lery, machine guns and every other
United States consists of a relatively item essential in modern warfare. In
small navy and a small professional I addition members of tho Guard are
regular army depending for its main i paid for each drill of not less than
support upon the National Guard and i one and one-half hour duration, one
the organized reserves. Immediately I day’s pay corresponding in rank and
on the outbreak of war. the National ‘ grade with that of the regular army.
fhmrd supplements the regular army , Tlius privates are paid $1.00 for at
in constituting the first line of de- | tending any drill or school prescribed
fense. This Important position of the i in regulations. Tlie Coast Artillery
Guard requires that it should be com- | battery located in Rockland has an
X

NATIONAL GUARD

authorized pay roll of $6,859.10 per
year. The authorized strength of tlie
National Guard is 305.865 and tlie
present strength is 184.939. Buttery
G of the local armory announces
openings for a mechanic, telephone
operator, and one range setter for tlie
gun crew. According to present ar
rangements this batery will fire
12 in. guns this year. New additions
to the Company are Kenneth E. Mills
and Charles It. Collins.
The regular Tuesday night drills
for the next two weeks will be held
on Friday so as not to conflict with
Christmas and New Years.
HEAVY HOLSTEIN HEIFER
Howe Hall Reports a New Record For
Herd at University of Maine.

United States have equaled or ex
ceeded the weight for heifer calves it
is reported by the 1 lolstein-Friesian
Association of America.
Ann Bel Shepherd 92.6059, the
mother of the calf, weighs 1730 pounds
at four years of age. The sire, Pledge
Shepard 430.604. weighing over a ton,
was formerly owned by C. L. Pike of
Lubec.
The average weight for Holstein
calves in the University herd is 88
pounds at birth while the former
record for the heaviest calf was 117
pounds.
The highest birth weight in the
i’nited States was reported in 1927
by H. I.. Weikart of Canfield. Ohio,
on a heifer calf weighing 176 pounds.

FOR SALE—Stoves of all kind
Coiue down And look my stock ove
Wc don't have to pay high rents an
we don’t have to add it to our good
Come down and see for yoursel
Open evenings. H. WAIVL, 8 Ha
Ixine.—adv.

A baby Holstein heifer calf weigh
ing 132 pounds at birth has estab
lished a new record in the dairy herd
at the University of Maine, it is an
nounced by Howe W. Hall, instruc
WANTED—Man 35 years old wants steady
tor in animal industry. Only three
work, references if desired. Write “Z" care
other Holstein heifer calves in the Courier-Gazette.
154-15$
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TOWN OF SOUTH THOMASTON
9TATE OF MAINE
Unpaid taxes on lands situated In the town of South Thomaston. In the County of Knox
for the year 1928.
The following list of taxes on real wstate of non-resident owners in the town of South
Thomaston, for the year 1928, committed to me fur collection for said town, on the nineteenth
day of May, 1928. remain unpaid : and notice is hereby given that If said taxes, Interest and
(barges are not previously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the
amount due therefor. Including interest and charges will be sold at public auction at the Town
Kali, in said town on the first Monday of February, 1929, at nine o'clock A. M.

AT LAST ! AT LAST !
Old Timers Win Game At
Vinalhaven — New Type
writer Tells Story

In Everybody’s Column

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

Advertisements in this column not to ex
ceed three lines Inserted once for 25 cents,
3 times for 59 cents Additional lines 5 cents
each for one time. 19 cents for three times.
Six words make a line.

I

Z

3

4

■

Lost and Found

1

1

7

6

6
V.

,o
13
II
12
Vinalheaving, Decern. 23
LOST- Small black and white hound, an- i
Sportink Bddytor of The Kourlor- swers to name Tip. Reward. MORRIS CAR- I
ROLL. West Rockport.
152-154
Amount of Tax Due
Gazet:
IM
15
i me of Owner
Description of Property
Including Interest and
i
am
not
goin
to
take
my
pen
in
Charges
Wanted
hand too rite you this time on a|c ov
my wif having give me a new tripeWANTED- Pigs to dress HAROLD JONES,
,
- »F tORXKLIUH HAXBA3AN. OR MARY DOHERTY. OR MARY G.
witer for Xmas presunt and as she West Rockport. Tel. 1195-W Rockland.
RUSSELL OR OWNER—A certain lot of land on the north side of the
152*154
road leading fron^Bt. George to South Thomaston Village, and bounded
warnts tne too uz it Im startin off
ZO
22
IB I9
21
23
as follows, viz: Beginning at S. E. corner of land formerly of Alexander
WANTED—Position as housekeeper for gen- .
rite
heer.
I
wuz
criticuled
mor
or
Wilson : thence by land of Wilson X. X. E. 36 rods to land formerly of W iltleman, with or without children. M. A. H.,
less by some ov the more eddlcated 21 Elm St.. Camden. Me.
liani Blake . thence by said Blake's land E. S. E. about 87 . (ids to land for
152*154
merly of William Butler: thence S. S. W. 20 rods to land formerly owned
2H
lb
2-5
renders of your valoed paper on my
WANTED—Sewing on children’s clothes,
hy heirs of George Coombs; thence S. 29 rods to a brook thence S. S. W.
present piece i rote about the boiling housedresses. aprons, etc. Inquire at 8 FUL
by said brook about 5 rods to the town road; thence N. X. W. by
i 1
l'tr’tf
oad to place of beginning; containing 18 acres more or less. Being
match, so in ordr there wont be no TON ST., Qty
17
16
.he lot of land conveyed to Cornelius Hanrahan. W’m. C. Burgess,
WANTED—Position as housekeeper. MRS
mistakes in spellin i am follen bak
Ddw. K. O'Brian, and Edw. E. O’Brian and recorded l.i Knox Registry
FLORA GRANT, 2 Georges St.. Thomaston.
on
the
tripewiter,
coz
I
figger
maof Deeds, Book 47, Page 74. Also a certain lot of land bounded as fol
159*125
19 50
lows. viz: Beginning at the Westerly shore of Wessaweskeag Mill Pond
shines dont make no mistaks. They
31
32
33
WINDSOR
WANTED- Kitchen girl at
of tlie north line of a half acre lot formerly belonging to Joseph
ar akrit and dependble.
159-tf
HOTE
’
x
Berry : thence northerly bv said Pond shore until it reaches the Marsh :
it taks me most as long too rite a
3.4
thence westerly by said Marsh to the south line of land formerly of
WANTED—Responsible solicitors to sell the j
35
38
3b
’ ’• S‘*Tcfcnnt<* • ’hence bv said land to the Horse Brook, so called ; thence
letter on the tripewiter as it duz too perfected and patented Lynn Oil Burners. ;
by said Brook to an ash tree at the line of land formerly occupied by Wm.
ARTHUR
SHEA
CO
,
487
Main
St.
"Rockland,
‘
milk the caows. oing too me using the
I'., e. ihei.ee southerly by the eastern line of said lard to the land
148-tf
*Mont & peck sistem i hunt with 1 Me.
HO
39
' merly of Cornelius Hanrahan, or formerly of Win. Butler: thence
i- erly by said Hanrahan’s line to a beech tree at the north line of land
linger and peck with tother.
For
Sale
.ormerly of Augustine Drake or formerly of Fullerton Keliar: .hence run
but Im goin too tell yu about the
ning same course by said Kellar’a line and the said half acre Berry
Ml
Ml
M3
MM
FOR SALE—S. C. Red cockerels. Beautiful ,
big boiling match between theGranglot to the first mentioned bound, and containing 36^4 acres more or
from flue layers
EDWIN F NASH.
less., and being land conveyed by Harris Stackpole to Cornelius Han
etS and the Old Timers held last l.irds
Thomaston. Me. Tel. 163-21.
154-156 ,
rahan, and recorded in Knox Registry of Deeds, Book 52, Page 567,
Fri. nite. 1 gess the onli thing big
M5
46
47
Also a certain lot of land bounded as follows, viz: Beginning at the
FUR SALE—Melody C saxophone, praeabout it wuz the size of the beat the tleallv unused, cost 2165, at great sacrifice;
westerly shore of Wessaweskeag Mill Pond, at the north line of a lot
of land mortgaged to Harris Stackpole and sold bv him to Cornelius
old Timers handed them Grangers, also small Burrows pool table. TEL. 693
mB
1 My
-- I
Hanrahan and known as the Millay lot; thence N. 784 de.’ees W.
17.3-155
i took the figgers up to our Supt. ov
191 feet and S. 69 H degrees W. 271 feet to land formerly occupied by
FUR
SALE
—
Baby
carriage
In
good
,
onskools
and
he
figgered
the
Old
Timers
Barney Bowers: thence north by said land of said Bowers to a creek:
thence easterly by said creek and said Wessaweskeag Mill Pond; thence
won by 175 pins which is a sizable dition. Price reasonable. TEL. 1153-W.
153
INTCRNATIONAk SVNDICATt.
southerly by said Mill Pond 300 feet to bounds first mentioned containing
iieat even in thees daz of hi prices.
ivo acres and 145 rods, being land conveyed by Job L. Copeland to
FUR SALE—Butter klst pop corn machine
VU..I.UC.L tuwfii.,
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Lui...,
.
That
Dox
Shields
of
the
Old
Timers
■ ornelius Hanrahan and recorded in Knox Registry of Deeds, Book
DANIEL .Ml'NRU, 6 Park St
153-155 j
1--A Saxon chief,
39-A king and lawgiver 12-An extinct
$32 63 boiled like a phiend and that feller
84, Pace 252. Taxes, Interest and charges ............................................ -.....
FUR SALE -Two small wood lots. BENIAII i
brother of Hengist
of Crete
European wild ox
HARLES E. HUDSON OR HEIRS—A certain lot of land on the north side of
I Sandbun that works in the bank CROCKETT. East Warren.
153-15j
the town road third class, and bounded as follows, viz: on the south
5-A countryman
41-To flog (colloq.)
17-Cereal grass
1 wjrnt far behind him; in fac the hole
east hy land of Basslck Bros, on the northeast by shore of the Wessa
FOR SALE- Allenwood residence located
9-An island group,
43-A treaty-port in
19- Flexible twig
weskeag River: on the northwest by land of Las lek Bros., for
| teem bolied good enuf too take on just above Central Hotel. Vinalhaven, must
S. W. of New
E. China
20-Competitor
merly the Post lot: on the southwest by the town road, containing
be sold to settle the estate For particulars
;ss 50 even the Kroosaders. For oncet in Inquire nf MRS. FRED PENDLETON. 1 Mer
about 35 acres. Taxes. Interest and charges.....................................................
Guinea
45- Self
22- One who fails to
I his long life gene Hall warnt tail pig rimac St., Concord. N. H.
GERTRUDE A. PATTERSON—A certain lot of land witli cottage therein. on
132-C4
10-Less
46-A principality of
win
Spruce Head Island and bounded as follows; on the north and east by
I and he kroed all evenin over poor
FOR
SALE
Pair
black
horses,
weight
about
13Man
’
s
name
Great
Britain
23- Name of
land formerly owned by Bodwell Granite Co. ; on the south by Pow ier
' lien Jonson who only has 1 good i too 2900, low price; will trade for sheep. i ows or
14- Unrestrained
47- Fresh
Amundsen's
House Cove : on the west by land of Elizabeth Spear. Taxes, Interest
young stock. TEL. 83 Thomaston or 741 Rock13 60 gene’s 2
15- Harvester
48- Nativee of
dirigible
lamb
_______________________________
I
-.2*154
37 40
t F. PERKY—Land and cottage at Pleasant Beach. Taxes Interes land charges
That feller Grimes who is capting
Denmark
16- To clean by washing
25- A knight's title
HABLES COUGHLIN—A certain lot of land on the southeast side of town
FOR SALE Two fresh cows ami heavy
i of the Grangers was way off his feed single work harness, c F. INGRAHAM. R'tckand rubbing
49- Glrl’s name
26- The Queen of the
road leading from Keag Village to Spruce Head known as Big Landing
I too, and as a boiler he Is a reel good port. 3 minutes walk from car line.
18-Large mouthed
fairies
and bounded as follows: Northwest by Town road, Southwest by land
152*154
of Jackson Snowdeal, Southeast by Big Landing Cove. Northeast by
VERTICAL
pitcher
33-A city, seat of
fish skinner, and besides i think he
FOR SALE At bargain. Florence oil garage
13 48
Stanton Brook. Taxes. Interest and charges .....................................................
Lafayette College,
21- 0wni
gets rattled purty easy. When in the heater with radiator histd. almost new. ap
•WARD WARE ESTATE—Land and Buildings on the •astern end of Spruce.
1-Part of a ship's bow
22- River in Siberia
Penna.
180 00 2nd string them old timers got 7 proved by Insurance underwriters. Apply 24
Head Island, 29 acres. Taxes, interest and charge#.......................................
-.1 ’
2Girl
’
s
name
SCHOOL
ST.
152*154
8 75 spares in the fust 10 boxes Cap.
IAR0LD ROBBINS—Land and buildings. Taxes, Interest and charges ................
24-Suffix denoting
31-To be able
t
3- Small stream
ETHAN A ROWE L.
FOR SALE Nice large mealy potatoes. 45c
inflammation
33- Holds sovereign
Grimes looked like he was seesick, per bit., at mv residence on Knox Ridge H.
4- Hebrew minor
Collector of tales of the town of South Then' aston.
power
26- A native of the S.
154-T-4 and didrt feel wel.
L Hl'RD. R No. 2. Thorndike. Me.
151*15«
Dec. 24. 1928.
prophet
34- Passed divertingly,
Philippine Islands
i wood be willin tu bet a gal. of
5- River In N. W.
FOR SALE -Dry fitted and junk wood, under
as time
27- Roman number
GOOD cider that I can get up a teem cover, fitted limbs 210 fitted slabs 28. Call
Belgium
35- Silver coin of Italy
147-tf
i up
on
the
Neck
that wood 263-21 Rockland. T. J. CARROLL.
28- Llke
6- To cure fish In a
36- Fruit of the pine
TOWN
FOR SALE—Cord wood, soft wood slabs
trim them Grangers to a rotten apple
certain way
29- To listen to
fitted, also stare slabs and junks delivered. E.
38- To overwhelm
STATE OF MAINE
kore—take me an Ralph Calderwood A. ONTON. Tel. 263-4
7- Before
32-Large mass of
146*151-tf
39- Stables in London
8Second
stage
of
an
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the Town of Cushing, in the County of Knox, for the and Zene Burgess and Reel Caiderfloating
Ice
FOR SALE-Myron Wentworth place on
40- To hiss
insect's life
34- Welfare
42-A Turkish
arThe following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners in the Town of Cushjng wood ar.d one of the Murih boys and Lake Are.. 8-room house with bath, electric
lights, large stable and
acre or more lan.L
i
bet
them
tellers
from
the
Grange
11-To
advance
by
35A
varnish
gum
commander
aforesaid, for the year 1928. committed to me for collection for said Town on the eleventh
MRS. W K. CLINTON Tel M3-W R F. D.
da' <f April. 1928, remain unpaid; and notice is hereby given that if said taxes with interest wood be sunk.
44-Vegetabl«
Inches
37-Tall grass stem
Rockland or W. B. WENTWORTH, Union.
and charges are not previously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay
etaonishrdfu the gosh darn cat just
145*152
the amount due therefor, including Interest and charges, will be sold without further notice Jumped up on my tripewiter Mr.
Solution to Previous Puzzle
FOR SALE—Best quality fitted wood. Why
at public auction at Town Hall In said Town, on the first Monday In February. 1929. at nine
Miscellaneous
Eddvtor and made the funny marks buy wood out of a snowdrift, when our shedo'clock A. M.
NOTICE—I will pay no bills contracted on ,
as above so I gess i better close Wen seasoned wood costs no more. Order now
while conditions permit sure delivery. Call or after this date by my adopted son, Leland |
Amount of Tax Due the cat gets to no bettern me how Rockland 67-M. RALPH P. CONANT & SON, 1 A. Cargill and will claim none of his wages.
Including Interest and to run a tripewiter its time to kwit. South Hope.
Description of Property
Name of Owner
153 155
145-tf Al.i'oN I CAIB.ILL. Union. Me.
Charges
the sko.-e of the boiling match as figFOPs SALE—The Charles A. Miller farm at I HA\ E~Tll?>Srf~RI'STY_SP()TS touch^Tup :
' gered out by the Sup of Skools is East Union. Inquire of WILL C. MILLER, and your top dressed for the winter. ROCK-1
LIZZIE H. STARR—Bounded North by Land of J. A. Creighton, East Frank
Augusta, or LEVI C. MERRIFIELD of Union. i LAND BODY AND FENDER SHOP. 655 Main
7 80 shewn belo.
Studley, South Frank Studley, West Salt Pond: 10 Acres ..........................
_____________________________________ 143-tf i Ft.___________________________________ 151 >6
H WELLINGTON SOOTH—Bounded North by Lend of Mrs. Liura Littlefield.
| the skore:
FOR SALE—Soft wood slabs 4 ft. long, $6 • I)R. J. H DAMON. DENTIST, lias moved
East Georges River, South Georges River, West, Ernest Johnson; 24
Old Timers
per cord : stove length, $8 ; hard wood, 4 ft., I across the street, l’hone 69-R. Wednesday
18 90
Acres
$11:
sawed, $12.59 per cord : laths, $»'• and ! and Saturday evenings by appointment. 148-tf
107 94 284
FRANK STVDLEY--Bounded North by land of Richard A. Britts, East Alice
Me. | ROCKLAND (’OMMERCIAL COLLBCB. da;
Shields ........................
J. Hart and R. H. Pease, South Helena Sallinen. West Salt Pond; 42
102 87 302 $6.59 per M. L. C. PACKARD. Warren. 134-tf
15 60
and evening sessions. Personal instruction;
Sanborn ....................
111 90 290
• ALVINn'v DAVIS- Bounded North by land of A. F. Morse, Eat Town
FOR SALE—Cedar boat boards, all thick , thorough preparation for business. Graduates
93 77 242 nesses.
15 60 Jofinson .....................
Road. South Fred Young, West Davis Cove ; 30 Acres ............................... ...
Small lots five cents foot planed twe in constant demand. TEL. IKiO-M or 994- M. .
jT O N
A i HYLLR HE LBS—Bounded North by land of E. R Laine, East Town Road,
Hall .............................
84 84 247 sides, large orders cheaper. Lobster traps j____________________________________ 148-156
13 30
I : X jc [a !v j A jTj I |Q|n|
South Andrew Olson. West Rodney Brasier; 65 Acres .............................. ....
buovs, oak laths Also other boat lumber | LADIES—Reliable stock of halt goods at the j
v E IIYLER HEIRS—Bounded on North by land of L E. Spear, East Wni. i.
P
JOEL P WOOD. Belfast. Tel 177-14 144-tf
Rockland Hair Store. 236 Main St. Mall orders 1
497 432 1363
3 09 !
Copeland Heirs, South J. J. Fales, West Far Meadow . 20 Acres ..
.... .
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OF CUSHING

V.

HYLI R HEIRS—Bounded North by land of Harold Young. last K B
Grangers
Copeland Heirs. South Alden Smith Heirs, West Alden smith Heirs;
Grimes ....................... 74
14 AcreS ................
................. "......................................... W. B HOLDER
Geo. Geary ............... 71
Collector of Taxes of the Town of Cushing, Ma ine.
Fred Geary ............. 76
1
.4-T-4
Dec. 22. 1928.
Coombs ..................... 75

WHEN IN BOSTON Remember that you yd i ci ted.
can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette with

I

TOWN
\

OF APPLETON

94
95

65
S3
71

71

226 with fine cellar and garage.

234

situated In the Town of Appleton, in the County of Knox, for the

SPECIAL EmR SAuE
REFINISHINt; CARS by spray system, any
House—Five rooms, all latest improvements
; storage. J. A. STEVENS A SON. M< To be sold at color
Loud
St. Tel. 241-M or 13-M. ________ 144-tf
once.
FARMS,
CIH'XTRV HOME?. COTTAGES
House, 7 rooms, hard wood floors, large
porch, fine cement cellar, good location; easy and estates ; up-to-date property, In the gar
terms. Must be sold at once, $25.99.
den spot of Maine Penobscot Bay. Wiite
V. F STUOLE*
us what you want. ORRIN J. DICKEY, P.el69 Park Street
153 tf fast. Me.
144-tf

VINALHAVEN

i.e following list of talfs on Teal estate of non-resident owners in the Town of Appleton
i
. . tor the year 1928, ^committed to me for collection tor said Town on the thirtieth
Capt. ana Mrs. Luther Burns and
.
»’ r'il. 1928, remain unpaid , and notice is hereby given tliat if said taxes with interest
£ Eoston are guests of Mr
i,4.
are n.u prev.outlj paid, so much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay ennaren ol Boston are guests OI Air.
am nil.; due therefor, including interest and charges, will be sold without further notice and Mrs. \\ l.liam Burns,
public auction at Town House lu said Town, on the first Monday in February, 1989, at
Harriet Jones entertained
te o'clock A. M.
, friends at bridge Saturday evening.

7. M. Coombs and daughter Anna

me of Owner

Description of Property

Amount of Tax Due ai> guests over Christmas of Mr. and

Mrs.'Sidney Winslow.
Miss Gladys Hutchinson enter
tained the Economy Club at her home
Friday night, a Christmas tree fea
turing the evening.
The Variety Club met with Mrs.
33 35 YVfllia n Smith, Tuesday evening, a
3o real Christmas party with Christmas
tree, chicktr. supper and all the fixI ins.’
Mrs. Fritz Skoog and brother Har23 00
land Smith have been visiting in
Collector of Taxes of the Town of Appleton.
Rockland.
154-T-4
tee. 20. 1928._________
Mrs. Clara Pendleton returned Fri
day from a few weeks’ visit in Ken
OF HOPE
nebunk and Portland.
Virgil ..Smith
Is home
from Orono
STATE OF MAINE
.......... —
_____ _____
______
t nnaid taxes on land altuated In the Town of Hope in the County of Knox, for the year for Christmas, the guest of his par1 ‘
ents, Capt .and Mrs. Llewellyn Smitn.
nie rollowins list of uxes on real estata of non-resident owners In the Town of Hope for
These teachers are home for the
ROBERT GREEN—Buildings aDd Lot. 80 Acres. Value of land $3 >9.00 ;
Buildings $130.00. Land bounded Northwest by the Moody lot. Northeast
by land of J. E. Robinson ; Southeast by land of Lizzie Fuller; Heirs
of; Southwest by land of Ida Collamore
................ ••••••—■■■■■ ••••••
. MILLER—Buildings and Lot 5% Acres, \alue of land $2. • 99; Buildings
$450 90 Land bounded: Northwest by land of L. J Hail. Northeast by
road'from Appleton P. O. to Gushee Corner; Southeast by land of A.
W. Sherman ; Southwest by land of Fred Detnuth .. - •-.••• ■ ■
ARLES RANDALL, HEIRS OF—Lot 5 Acres, \alue of land $ ,«».imi. A par. of
the Charles Randall Estate .... .............................. ••;••••......... "e„-a iu.'*
\ ?.'-NTWORTH—Buildings and Lot . » Acres. Y a ue of la;nd $. •'»JHi.
Buildings $250.00 Land bounded: Northwest by land of ( A. 1 erry .
Northeast and Southeast by land of D. G. Wentworth; Southwest by
tl,e road front North Appleton to North Hope .......... a MH'.IRKISI.N.

TOWN

iq-'x committed to me tor collection for said town, on the 4tn day or Junt lJ-»
xr«n-o Dottnrcnn
ains unpa'd ■ and notice Is hereby itlven that if said taxes, interest and charges are not Chrts.mas recess: Lliza Patterson
d oslv natd so much of the real estate taxed as Is sudlcient to pay the amount due therefor. from Somerville. Mass., Sara Bunker
uuhig interest and charges, will he sold at public »u‘7\O,Li{tn,h.7,inEWor^'idT«.wi.’'wial
and Phyllis Black, Port Jervis. Glen-

ms coombs New Jersey. Meta Ingerson. Pearl River, N. Y., Lona mgerTax on Real Estate son, Falmouth, Mass., Dorothy Cassie
Description of Real Estate
ie of Owners
-------- Livermore Falls, Ethel Young, Boothbay.
AND R A. GUSHEE—Vlnal Lot. bounded as follows; North and East by
land of W. B. Fish, South by land of Fred Ripley heirs, West by land ot
Mr. and Mrs. Freeland Delano and
4 .9
Fred Hart heirs. Number of Acres 19. Value'»>• "“
•;....
daughter Phyllis of Rockland are
AND R A. (»USHEE—Brown Lot, bounded as follows; North by land ot
guests over the holiday of Mr. and
Fred Hart heirs, East by land of Chas. Bucknell, South by laud of \\.
B. Fish. West by land of Fred Ripley heirs. Number of Acres lb. Va.ue
Mrs. Herbert Delano.
6 21
The Washington Club met with
ANl) R.UA. GUSHEE- Smith Lot, on Philbrook Mountain. Number of Acres
Mrs. George Newbert Saturday eveYn'[)2R xV^GUSHEL—'Wentworth Lot on Philbrook Mountain. Number of
;o prepare boxes for the shut10 89 ning
ins.
R A GUSHEE—Hemenway Pasture, ou the North town road, bounded
Postmaster Roberts reports the
Last by land of J. G. Wright, South by land of M. B. Hobbs, West by
town road. Number of Acres 16. Value JlOii.iu*
..................... .
largest amount of postage on a single
and R A GUSHEE—Fred Richards lot, bounded North by town toad.
package. It was sent by air mail to
”
South by land of (liarIn Richards. East by laud of Will Richards, West
16 29 California, the postage 19.95.
hy land of M. G. l’eaae. Number of Acres 36. Value »..•«•.»'•........
UHANI>LER—Cider Mill and Lot, bounded North by the town road East
Herbert Sanborn is home for
by land of W. B. Fish, South and West by land of Eva Taylor. \aluc
14 8. Christmas the guest of his parents,
n kVttN HEIRS—Homestead, hounded North by Appleton town line. East
Mr. and Mrs. L. W Sanborn.
by land of Geo. Fish, South and West by land of M. G. Pease and Alanson
Mr. and Mrs. Walker Fifieid of
24 39
F but BV John R.dfbtns'Place, bounded North by lai.d ol W. K Robbins
Rockland are in town for the holi
and W H Bartlett Heirs, East by land of I has. Band and Joun Gr.itbel.
days.
South by land of John Grlbbel, Henry Payson and town road, West by
Virginia Black, student at the
rKPayaon. W. K. Bobbins and town road. Value
; pARRETT,32 49
Rhode Island School of Design, at
Providence. Is the guest of her par
Collector of Taxes for the Town of Hope for the year 1928
ec. 24, 1928.
1 '1T'4 ents, Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Black.
Nell Calderwood is home from Uni' versify ot Maine for the Christmas
recess.
TOWN
NORTH HAVEN
| Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Smalley are
STATE OF MAINE
spending the holiday in Thomaston.
Uupald taxes on lands situated lu the Town of North Hawn, Maine. In the County of
James Christie arrived Saturday
Th^following lUWf taxes on real estate of non resident owners In the Town of North from Fitchburg, Mass., to spend the
on Maine aforesaid, for the year 1928, committed to me for collection tor said Town on holidays with his family.
fifth day of May, 1928, remain unpaid; and notice Is hereby given that if said taxes with
Hltvood Sails, student at Hebron
rest and charges are not previously paid, so much of tlie real estate taxed as is sufficient
mv the amount due therefor, including interest and charges, will be sold without further Academy is with his parents during
ee at public auction at Crockett's Hall In said Town, on tlie first Monday in February, the holidays.
«, at nine o'clock A. M.
I Forrest Anderson is home from
Amount of Tax Due Northeastern college for the recess.
Including Interest and
Mrs. Jennie Smith of Rockland is
Description of Property
of Owner
Charges
visiting her son Langtry Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Hutchinson
Lr WIS BANKS—Buildings and Lot 6 acres. Value of land $1.690.. Build
(Pauline Hennigar) went Monday to
ings $1 490 00 Land bounded North and South by Shore, East by land
$128 29 Rockland, where they will spend the
uf W B Dole. West by lend of M.ry Bowdltch............ ^Ve^GB.
winter.
Collector of Taxes of the Town of North Haven, Maine.
I
Mrs. Flora Ames returned Satur
151-T-l
day from Thomaston.
I Edith Nickerson and Nina Am-s,
students at Rockland Business Col
lege, are home for the holidays.

OF

OUR WANT ADS WORK WONDERS

144-tf j

CHIROPODY—All kinds of foot troubles
248 the home news, at the Old South News
treated. Arch supports. R E. COLTART. Keg
260 Agency, Washington St., next Old South • Jfurse Chiropodist, Main St., over Moor s drug
' Itore. Tel. 593-W.
144-tf
232 Church

384 408 398 1190
Old Timer from the Neck.

STATE OF MAINE

HELEN C. RHODES.

80
81
91
76

MTCDMATlOlWAk.

Iny I

To Let

FRIENDSHIP
Mrs. Elbridge A. Wincapaw has
retujrned. ’from Portland somewhat
improved in health.
Sherman Wototn and Paul Wotton
accompanied by Paul Simmons mo
tored from Boston Friday to spend
Christmas at their respective homes
here.
•Mr. and Mrs. LaForrest R. Burns
went to Wets Newton Saturday to
spend Christmas with Mr. and Mrs.
Andreas Hartel, Jr.
Albert Collamore of Portland spent
the weekend at his home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Wincapaw and
daughter Elizabeth arer motoring to
Framingham. Mass., Christmas day.
to attend the wedding there Dec. 26
of their son Ralph, and Miss Mayone
Clark, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene A. Clark, summer residents
here.
Miss Mary Gay arrived home from
th© Hedges, Norton Mass., Thurs
day to spend her vacation.
Wilder I. Woodi o-f the Fessenden
School, West Newton, is to spend
Christmas with his mother Mrs. Alice
F. Wood.
Mrs. Phoebe Burns is in Portland
for Christmas with her daughter,
Mrs. Dora Cushman.

HOPE

T ) LET Furnished apartment of :: rooms
with modern conveniences, ready tlie first of
Jan. Inquire 12 KNOX ST. Tel. 578-W.
____________________________________ 154-156 ’
TO LET Uprtuht piano. Information can
be obtained from MISS HOPE GREKXHALGH.
25 (Dove St.. Rockland.
153* 155
TO LET—Furnished apartment of 3 rooms;
adults only. Inquire of LILLIAN BICKNELL,
47 Pleasant St.
153*155
TO LET—Living room, nice large pantry,
sleeping room, electric lights and bath. Man
and wife preferred. 37 CAMDEN ST. Tel.
403.
153*155
TO LLT—Two garages, $5.99 mouth. Rents
nf nil kinds promptly available. V. F. STUD153-tf
LEV. 69 Park Kt.
TO LET- two new stores 22’jfcxt;o ft.. $49
per month, with or without lease. V. F.
STUDLEY. 69 Park St
153-tf
TO LET—Tenement over \V. A. Kennedy’s
store. Entrance from the rear. Inquire of P.
L. HAVENER. Tel. 792.
152*154
TO LET—Five rooms furnished or unfur
nished, adults only: $15 a month. MRS
ELIZABETH W. BARTER, 18 Dunton Ave
Southend, Rockland.
152*154
TO LET Garage for two cars. J’. X. BART
LETT, 72 Front St. or at J. A. Jameson's store
12*154
TO LET—Six room tenement on Bunker St
L. F. CHASE. 45 Middle St. Tel. 1185-W.
127-tt
TO LET—Private one car garage for small
car. Tel. 526-W 19 FRANKLIN ST.. City.
114-tf
| TO LET Three furnished moms with use
of bath. MRS. W. S. KENNISTON. 176 Main
St. Tel. 74_AV._________________ _ _____ 145-tf
! TO LET—Furnished apartment, five rooms,
all modern. ROBERT U. COLLINS. Real Es
tate 375 Main St.
143-tf
TO LET—Tenement. Inquire of MRS \V. S
KENNISTON, 176 Main St. Tel. 874-W.
138-tf
TO LET—Five room house, Grove St. and
room house with garage, Hill and Rankin Sts
ERNEST C. DAVIS.
144 tt

The Grange held a busy session last
Saturday.
The dinner, entertain
ment and Christinas tree were at
tended by abfle committees and every
body present as well as many who
were not. were remembered by gifts.
Many jokes were distributed and
good naturedly received for fun’s
sake.
Miss Julia Harwood arrived Sat
urday night from Boston and passed
the vacation with her parents, Mr. I
and Mrs. Arthur Harwood.
The children of the Payson school
enjoyed a treat on dosing day. the
usual Christmas gift of Mrs. Clara
Kelley who spends the summers at
her Pond road cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Allen were in
Camden Sunday to attend the funeral
of the late Mrs. Tamson Jackson, a
cousin.
Mr. am dMrs. Ehner True were in
Massachusetts a few days last week.
They visited their little daughter
Wilma in the Convalescent Home for
children in the beautiful town of

DANCE
EVERY

WEDNESDAY NIGHT
at

Owl’s Head Town Hall
lOOTtf

jjropern

By Edwin

Excursions

Pfctrt

AUSTRIA IN THE MOUNTAINS

MADE GOOD START

Eight Communities Have
Organized For Farm Bu
reau Work Coming Year
The Extension Service and Farm
Bureau of Knox and Lincoln counties
have «i good start on their work for
1929.
Already eight communities
have held meetings and plans are
underway for five more to he held
this month. The remaining meetings
will be held in January.
County Agent Wentworth reports
very good interest this year in farm
accounts and a series of 1.8 farm
management meetings will he held
during March. Many farmers realize
the importance of records and are
taking advantage of the plan offered
by the extension service along this
line. Not only are account books
furnished free to those who will keep
them hut the books are summarized
at the end of the year and an analysis
made of tne nusiness uone during the 1
past year. Already, applications have
been received for 35 books to be
started on Jan. 1st.
The meetings that have been held,
together with officers elected are;
Ain i—Chairman, George Walker;
clubs, Clarence Walker; farm man
agement, T. N. Ayer, Jr.
West Aina—Chairman, Luther Car
ney; farm management, Lester Vlnal;
poultry. Mrs. Charles Hendrickson.
Appleton—Chairman, J. B. Gushee;
farm manag^nent, Aubey Fuller;
dairy. Z. C. Gurney.
Bunker Hill—Chairman. M. Moody;
poultry; Alden Hall; dairy, Willie
Carter; orchard, M. Moody.
Damariscotta—Chairman,
Norris
Waltz; poultry. Wr. G. Garnache;
farm management. Bert iPhelps.
Dresden—Chairman. M. P. Hottdlette; poultry, Miss Mabel Perry.
North Edgecomb—Chairman, Leon
Dodge; poultry, Arthur l|:uii/Mte;
farm management, Leon Dodge.
Nobleborc—Chairman. «S. T. Cream
er; poultry, Kenneth Vannah; farm
management, J. A. Perkins; dairy,
W. Hancock.
Rockland—Chairman. F. M. Piper;
dairy, Carl Chaples; poultry, Frank
Farrand.
Washington—Chairman, H. Cun
ningham; farm management, John
Carroll; poultry. Will Hatch.
■Whitefield—Chairman, Don Jewett;
poultry, W D. Peaslee; farm man
agement Elmer Heath; dairy, Fred
Law.
Friendship — Chairman.
Albion
Wotton; poultry, Melvin Lawry.

To raise a Holstein heifer to the
age of 27 months, or producing age,
requires about 270 pounds of whole
milk, 2000 pounds of skim milk. 1600
pounds of grain, 2000 .pounds of hay^
9000 pounds of silage, and pasture for
10 months, accordirg to records from
the dairy experiment farm of the U S
Department of Agriculture at Belts
ville, Md To raise a Jersey heifor
to the same age. al>out 220 pounds of
whole milk, 1700 pounds of skim mfH<.
1400 pounds of grain, 1600 pounds of
hay. 6500 pounds of silage, and
pasture for 10 months are required.
By using local prices of feed an ap
proximate cost of raising a heifer
can he figured out.

WHEN IN 606T0N—Remember mai v« u
can buv copies of Tlie Courlcr-GazeMe with
flic home news, at tlie Old South News
A'ciicv. Washington St., next Old Soil'd)
Church.

V a-,
‘-aL,
SNevera t)uN Moment in
Florida's Winder Srot

I)

I

JLr avis
TAMPA Aslands
IN THE BAY
fewest and Most Distinctive Resort
Onn
in the SunshineState-On the Beaut

iful West Coast-Convenient to all Honda
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Resort

eM

Luxuio
,Moderate Cost

, v European *4—up Daily
American*56^upWeekly
'l/aihtc im horaye utt/uDoor

Ihe Palmerk
DAVIS ISLANDS TAMPA

On the ftouki\ird0nthe‘tiny- >

Delnflit ful Aln;i, plkTt||u
CoddTunrs.
Stinshtf ,

an,:ti

v.

.

n,

.

American Plan

' /

*49!t>*6GWeekly

Wonderful I.-J

^IliOutside
HoornsOutsidtt 'Rooms
With Bath

In Fme ResortJirea

•^rv"T"ywr «r v
W
StnJfur Handsome FREE BOOKLET
fLCR/DAS WCXDERSPCT'
Profusely Illustrated ADDRESS,
7(zMlR4S0lTAMMfLA

PF.BRINE.5W

lAIsc Opevtinj HotelPilgrim. Plymouth, Hass)

t

HOTEL,

Siloitcd oa a beautiful park
Dtiplaying an ensemble oi palms s.id
tropical plants, overlooking Lake
Worth with a view ol Palm Beach 04
the opposite shore.
f 216 rooms— each with private bath «
Aurcpcau Plan . . . Moderate rates
o. electric heal id alt rooms. "
Open all Year

HENRY J. DYNES. Urr.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Eastern Standard Time
Trains Leave Rockland for

More than 3,000 women attended Augusta,t-S.05 a. m., t‘*i.20p. m , |3.55p. m.
last year the free schools for working Bangor, 18.05 a. m , 15.55 p. m.
Boston, t8.05 a. ni., f2.20 p. m., 52.40 p. nt..
women conducted in Buenos Aires by Brunswick, tS.05 a. in., 12.20 p. in., §2.40 p. tu.
the Patriotic League of Argentina. |5.55 p. ni.
fS.05 a. n»., |2.2O p. tn , §2.40 p. ni.
In addition to the usual elementary Lewiston,
New York, t2.2O p. m., §2 40 p. in.
subjects, the women were given in Portland, f8.O5 a. in., |2.20 p. in., §2.40 p. m.
t5.55 p. ni.
struction in the care of childn>n, first Waterville,
fS.O5 a. in., |2.20 p. tn., to 55 p. m.
aid. domestic science, ethics, the t Daily, except Sunday.
§ Sunday only.
catechism, deportment, hygiene, sew
ing and mending, machine embroid
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
ery, and weaving.

Quality

Surveyt,

STOCKINGS OF TODAY

Maps, Plane,
Consultatione

Eetimatex.

139-tf
CoJege girl; annually buy four
times as many pairs of hose as the
DR. E. B. HOWARD
average housewife, while the school
Dentist
tea<ber is slightly more responsive
Dental X-Ray and Dtagnoti*
Office Houre: 9 to 1S—1 to
to hosiery advertisements than ithe
OPEN EVENINGS
woman of the home. These are the
BY APPOINTMENT
corn iusions of Miss .Rosamond C.
Tel. 1020
Cook, professor of home economics
ROCKLANL
in the school of household adminis 407 MAIN 8T.
tration, University of Cincinnati, fol
lowing .a survey of women students,
Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson
teachers and housewives.
Miss
Dentist
Cook's siuvey shows women spend
from ? It to $100 a year on silk stock $00 Main 8t.
nocaianr
ings.
Opp. Thorndike Hotel. Tel. 33t- M
Office Hours—9 to 12—1 u, *

Cemetery Plot.

W. E. Doman & Son
Inc.'
East Union, Maine

I

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
Since 1840 this firm hes
faithfully served the fami
lies of Knox Caunty.
L»dy Attendant
Tel. Day 450; Night 7B1-1
AMBULANCE SFRVICE

Authorized Distributors of

Granite and Marble

lJT-tf
every graven

WvAQlnas bv Aonntnrmen*

TIONAL BANK
Notice is hereby given tiikt the annual mcetGREEN’S ISLAND
] lair ot' tlie stockholders of tlie North National
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
Mrs. Walter Simmons and little Bank Will be held ;it its banking rooms on
(Successor to Dr. T L McBeatki
January 8„ 1929, at 10 o’clock a. m
grandson have returned' to their Tuesday.
to fix the number of and elect a Board of
Osteopathic Physician
home in Thomaston for the winter. Directors for the ensuing year and to trans
By Appointment—Tel. 138
Mr. Simmons will spend Christmas act such other business as may properly come
before tlie meeting.
35 Limerock St.
Rocklen*
with his family.
V«r order,
Graduate of American School of
Keeper Fred Robbins made a busi
E F BERRY, Cashier.
Rockland Me.. Dec. 3. 1928.
145-T-3
Osteopath?
ness trip to Vinalhaven last Friday.

Don’t overwork your alfa’fa patch!
Alfalfa that goes into the winter with
considerable growth will come out in j
better condition in the spring. Too
late pasturing or cutting moyl
kill a stand. For new seedings that'
have not made much growth, light
dressings of straw help to reduce the
chances for winter injury.

Ot'.er D .y

Traveling recently from Germany
to Austria and seeing the Castle of
Salzburg on its lovely green hill in the
distance, I could not help thinking
that although the Treaty of St. Gern ain has deprived Austria of con
STEAMBOAT CO.
siderable territory, it has left it the
VI
, KR AKRAXGEMEXT
BLAKE
B.
ANNIS
beautiful and scenic magnificence of
Steamer .eaves Swan's Island at .1.30 A ii
Chiropractor
Stonington 6 in, \„rtli llqven 7.30, vinal-’
its mountains The towering heights
111 Limarock 8troo(
ha urn 8. la, due to arrive at Koekland about
about Salzkammergut and the lovely
(Corner Lincoln!
lakes in this region still stay to charm
Return Leaves Koekland at 1 30 P M
Lady in attendance
Vinalhaven 2.47,, North Haven at 3.45, Ston
the eyes of all beholders. The grand
Phono 1161
ington at 4 1
due tn arrive at Swau’s island
panorama of the Tyrol is what it has
about 6.15 P. M.
Painlaoi Syitam
13? if
always been—the vacationland of the
of Adjuating
nations. The sound of falling cas
cades and glorious livers is always a
music to the ears. Innsbruck, the
mountain encircled city of the Tyrol, WALTER D. HALL, M. D.
still boasts of its thousands of tourists
His opened an office at
every year and three hours away lies
ROCKLAND
Zell-am-See, which to all lake lovers, 407 MAIN STREET
is in my estimation one of the finest
is our aim in preparing and
Office Hours 1-3 and 7-8 P. M.
resorts in Europe. Here is beauty,
erecting
our Cemetery Me
Telephone Rockland 1157
quiet, magnificent mountain scenery
morials,
and good hotels. That the Austrian
148-tf
Alps are not talked about as much as
the Swiss is not because they lack
R. H. BRITT
Let us quote prices and ad
anything. They are kept for their
lovei s, who, 1 sometimes suspect,
vise you upon the selection of
Civil
Engineer
dread to have them become too popu
e suitable Memorial for your
lar.
320 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

Wellesley Hills and found her im
proving in health and looking for
ward with much, pleasure to the
Christmas Jun.
Greetings have been received from
Hope’s sons and daughters some of
whom are far away and from nearer
relatives ar.d friends who visit here
through the year. The mail distribu
tors have been busy and the spirit of
Christmas is abroad.
Happy New Year to all.
ANNUAL MEETING OF THE NORTH NA

Andrew Bennett keeper of Saddle
Back Light Station le<ft Sunday for
bis home at Manset via Rockland.

ry

H. M. de ROCHEMONT
PLUMBING, HEATING
Telephone 244-W
106 Pleasant Street
Rockland

Telephone Connection

DR. LINWOOD T. ROGERS
ff

Osteopathic Physician
390 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
Telephone 129S; Residence 253-M

Gilchrest
Monumental Works
Main Street
Thomaston, Maine
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS

T»-tf
Call 170

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D*
Office Hours; 1 to

1 and 1

to

1

P, J

BURPEE’S

Residence until I A. M.. and by

ROCKLAND, ME.

Appointment Telephone 1S4
THOMASTON, ML

People's Laundry
17 Limerock Street
We do all kinds of Laun
dry Work. Family Wash
ing a Specialty.
Wat
Wash, Rough Dry, Finish
Flat Work, Shirts, Collars

4

Ever., OthDay

tgtgtgtglgtglgtgtglgtgtetC

^yCcLLMBUS

THE CITY SCHOOLS

Christmas
’'Miami's Finest baif Front Hotel”
[uropean
Plan. Cuerlookinq Citv
Park and Beautiful
Biscayne Ran. In the,
center of all activities.
WM. M. GAie

Manager
Aaxnmodttiej[00 OueJts
;Kr-

BOOkLfcT AND jMCPMATION H KNjStltP

FLORIDA
MIAMI’S
Ideal Resort Hotel
Convenient to all points of interest—Modern in every way.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches, which
surround the hotel Many rooms with private balconies.

HOTEL

GRALYNN
Comer Second St. and 1st Are.

Booklet
on
Application
H.H.Mase

(European)

RATES:

to
&une
tober)

Single :»2od to $7.00 daily
Double $5.93 to $12.00 daily

I

Rexmrrc Club
Hotel

Dinlnt Room Service Unsurpassed

Sumford-in-tbe*
CauhlU. N. Y

Owner

Even Sound
Sleep Has
A Label
How restful the morning after the party—all due to the
newer comfort of properly combined, closely coiled,
never-sagging Springs with real h it. A Led that's
always like new—the

Tub Label
in Your
Cuarcntee
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Christmas Love," Roger Vose; "The
Dear Old Tree," Mary Egan; reci
tation by the girls, "Hang Up the
Baby's Stocking;" "Christmas Song"
Mary Egan, Bernice Havener, Vir
ginia Ulmer and Carmelita Rich;
"Why
Do IBells For Christmas
Ring?” Fiances Robinson; "Christ
mas
Secrets," Harold
Marston;
"Christmas Wish," Robie Jaekson;
“Christmas Puzzle," Raymond Har
per; song. "Dear Old Santa Claus,"
school; "The Jack in the Box,” Ellis
Hastings; recitation. Tbra Ripley.
“Telephone
Recitation,"
Winfield
Benner; "Sly Santa Claus,” Barbara
Murray;
"An
Eastern
Legend,"
school; "The Dearpst Month,” Eileen
Cates; reading, "The Tree,” June
Burns: “The Stars," Laura 'Sylvester:
"The Christmas Tree,” Viola Wey
mouth;
“The Stocking," Nathan
Peasley;
“Christmas
Story and
Song," Charlotte
and
Priscilla
Staples; “Christmas Greeting, school.

] ’s

•ive

the Mate to Reo Flying Cloud the Master!

Friday afternoon the children (es• pecially the lower grades) greeted
Santa Claus with shining eyes and
smiling faces as he called at each
room t) receive the letters, telling
what they would like for Christmas.
If you’re the man who didn t quite want to pay Flying Cloud prices last year — step forward
Each loom presented a Chri.«tma«>
aspect with a tree, gaily festooned
one pace and smile . . . We’ve added the Mate to Fiytng Cloud the Master—a size smaller
with the usual tinsel and other orna
ments, and with decorations here
and there about the walls.
in inches and price—but not in performance, c.,
.
You know what you’re after—
The programs pertaining to Christ
mas were well rendered and the chil
balanced craftsmanship. A car that will do everything, as well as it ought to be done—a car
dren enjojed taking their parts.
Songs and recitations, dialogues and
playlets showed mu’ch work on the
for the experienced motorist who wai /.s not only miles per hour and a good paint job. but
part of pupils and teachers. After
the exercises were over the children
Grade Three
were treated to candy, pop-corn and
Welcome Song, school; Christmas
corn cakes which the teachers had Greeting, Milton Lawry; Christmas
provided. A real Christmas spirit Eve, Mary Cole; A Gift for Santa,
was manifested as the teachers re Vera Ames; The Christmas Atmos
ceived gifts from the pupils while phere, Rsa Roberts: play, Santa's
the janitor Mr. Philbrook, was not Living Toys—Santa, Ernest E. John
forgotten as the teachers presented son: 'he children, Milton Rollins,
him with a year’s subscription to one Priscilla Lovejoy. Sylvia Webster;
of the popular magazines. There he toys. Christmas star, Barbara
were a number of visitors present in Derry; candy hag, Marion laid wick
each room and they enjoyed the ex pop corn ball, Donald Marriner;
ercises very much.
Christmas doll, Mary Cole; .Santa
* • ♦ •
Claus dol', Robert Hall; topsy doll,
Austin Philbrook, janitor at the Virginia Lombardo; box of tools,
school, has offered a prize of one Linwood House; teddy hear, Milton
dollar a month to the grade having Clark; jumping jack, Kingsley Strout
the neatest room. Miss Cora Hall’s ind pictur? hook, Phyllis Delano,
Grade 2. has had the distinction of
Song, Jingle Bells; Kitty's Present,
twice winning the prize although it Beatrice Pinkham; The Best of All.
was divided with Miss Rogers’ room Milton Clark; A Christmas Tree
the first month. The money goes into Farm, Kingsley Strout. song, Away
effortless power and solid comfort r" .-."Zrisr~Speed — mere than you II ever need —here
the school fund.
In A Manger; A Clipstnias Tele
• • • *
phone, Giaci Perry; The Christmas
it is. Absolute dependability — dirt roads cr concrete. No hitting the top cn jounces when you
These are the names of the honor BirthdatA Priscilla Lovejoy; Santa
youngsters who have not missed a Claus Drill, Blanche Thistle, Rose
session this term:
Murgita, Eleanor Rogers and Gene
hit the pace on high. A wheel that s.cers wi.h a fcqer. Quick picl>up—to get away before the
Sab Primary: Mary Crisastamo. vieve Armata: The Country Chim
Elmer Havener, Robert Marston. Ar ney, Kathleen Chase; song, A Yankee
thur St. Clair, Marie Tripp, George Christmas; play, Giving Gifts—
mob. Internal hydraulic four-wheel bral.es that grip instantly—without grabbing cr slipping.
Rodman, Carrie Colson, Raymond Santa, Lewis Black; children, Vir
I.indaey, Roscoe Lindsey, Elmer ginia Richards, Kathleen Chase,
A constitution that makes you lock fore yard to hills. r~~f7^r?T. saga And your wife wants?
Pinkham and Vivian Strout.
Priscilla Lovejoy, Eleanor Rogers,
Grade
1:
William
Cummings. Vera A.nes, Genevieve Armata, Syl
Franklin Spinney and Albert Win- via Webster and Shirley Torrey.
. . . More comfort inside — more room. A rear scat wider at the bottom to prevent crowding,
ehenpaw.
Wh ?n Santa Claus Comes. Virginia
Grade 2: Marion Armata, June Richards; song, Ring-Ting; A Dream
wider still at shoulder height—no cramping on long runs. A front seat wider, too so a third
Burns. Marion Church. Angelena of Santa, Margaret Graves; Christ
D'Agostino, Berton Ervin, Bernice mas symbols, Marion ILudwick, Vir
Havener. Harold Marston, Barbara ginia Lombardo, Phyllis Delano,
passenger won’t turn you into a crabby driver. Since squeaks set her wild, she wants body
Murray, llira Ripley and Roger Vose. Barbara Derry, Eloise Nash and
Grade 3: Mary Cole, Milton Clark, Mary Cole; If Santa In An Auto
work welded instead cf bolted cr riveted . . . And, cf course, she wants beauty ciean line
Margaret Graves, Linwood House, Came, Robert Hall; Riding With
Robert Hall, Ernest E. Johnson, Vir Santa, Milton Rollins; One Excep
ginia Lombardo, Eloise Nash, Bea tion, Vera Allies; A Christmas Lul
that spells speed from nose to spare. <
No announcement could sell either of you
trice Pinkham, Virginia Richards. laby, Mary Cole, Beatrice Pinkham,
Eleanor Rogers, Kingsley Strout. Phyllis Delano and Marion Ludwick;
a car, no matter what it said. This cne is designed to make you go and look and taxe
Blanche Thistle, Clarence Thistle, A Dreadful Threat, Beatrice Pink
Phyllis De’ano, Shirley Torrey, Vera ham; Santa Claus is Coming. Rosa
Ames, Priscilla Lovejoy.
Roberts. The Coming of Santa. Eloise
a trial spin. Flying Cloud the Master has already proved itsetf. If the Mate is half the car we
Grade 4: Virginia D’Agostino, Mary Nash;
Santa
Claus
Misjudged,
Havener, Alice Jackson, Emma Lind Woodrow Anderson; The Christmas
think it is, it will do i.s own selling.
REO MOTOR CAN CO. • LANSING, MICHIGAN
sey and Russell Nash.
Tree, Shirley Torrey.
Grade 5: John Armata, Charles
Playlet — Hanging Stockings —
Barter, Maudie Beaton, Charles Bod- Santa, Lev.is Black; boys, Joseph
man, Elmer Bowen, Dorothy Boyn Samprone, Clarence Thistle; Christ
THEMATE
REO FLYING CLOUD the master Now you can have n Reo Flying Cloud
ton. Genevieve Gray, iSamuel Gray mas acrostic, nine pupils; The
Wesley Knight, Hattie Moon, Win- Christmas Card, Sylvia Webster: The
IS PRICED FROM H625 TO »IW5
nifred Pinkham, Glenna P.ankin and Christmas Tree, Ernest E. "Johnson;
at a lower price than ever before.
Helen Winchenbach.
■rrfe..
The Christmas Farewell, Bose Mur
Grade 6: Victor IBucklin, Stanley gita; song, Dear Old Santa Claus.
Cates, Maurice Chase, Kathryn Cole,
Grade Four
Carrie Cuccincllo, Dorothy Darling,
Play, The Live iDoli, the cast—
i Edwin Eduards. Vivian Foster, Ari lene Havener, Everett Jameson, Rose Live Doll. Mary Havener; Santa
a
Pendleton, Ella Simmons, Edward Claus, Thomas Sheehy; a little girl
Moody, Anna Murgita, Margaret with candle looking for Santa Claus,
Sylvester, tardy once and Mildred Virginia D'Agostino;; chocolate cake,
Helen Mills; apple, Florence Grover;Weymouth.
• /»
gingerbread doll, Margaret McMillan:
The closing day programs were jumping jack, Lawrence Crockett;
most pleasing and are herewith given baby doll. Eleanor Harper, elves, Da
vid Curtia, Domenick Cuccinello,
in part:
REO FLYINO CLOUD THE MATE
Basil Bowen, William Cross, Tony
Grade One and Sub Primary
Murgita, Sylvanus Cross, Frank
IS PRICED FROM »I17» TO JH20
Welcome, Marie Tripp: A Christ
"
‘
M
ASTER
Newhall, Fred IWinchenhaeh and
mas Welcome. Mary Larkin: A Wel
Willis Anderson; a little boy who
come, Earl Townsend: Christmas
wanders inti, Santa's workshop. Neil
songs. First Grade: The First Christ
Roberts; lemon candy, Alice Kent;
mas, Laura Pomeroy. The Christmas
cinnamon stick, Mary Simpson; pep
Stocking, Maynard Gre«n: Exercise,
*
r
R
»
—
~
permint stick Thelma Russell; Win
C is for Christmas, Kenneth Brad
tergreen, Julia Cross; colored stock
bury, Carrie Colson, Donald Moody, ings, Caroline Bodman, Nina Towns
Virginia Haskell, Raymond Lindsey,
end, Genevieve Lindsey. Alice JackTillie Haskell, Frank McKusick, son, Shirley Grant, Emma Lindsey,
Phyllis Torrey and Gscar Simpson; Ada Hamilton: holly wreaths, Vir
Expecting Santa, Charlotte Jones; ginia Lombardo, Kathryn Ulmer,
song. Here We Go Round the Christ with sevei. ethers who took other
mas Tree, Lena Cuccinello, Dorothy parts.
Melvin, Gwendolyn Hartley, Virginia
Grade Five
Netsoa. William Cummings, Thelma
Song of Welcome, Marian. Lindsey,
Burns, William Hanly and Albert
Winnie Larrabee; Welcome, Sidney
Winchennaw.
Anticipation,
Bobby
Marston; Shafter; The Lazy Elf, playlet, the
Christmas Greetings, Elmer Hav cast—Santa Claus, INeil Little; Jack,
ener; A Dear Little Baby, James the Lazy Elf, Douglass Rich; TumWentworth;
Poor
Santa
Claus, blewheels, John Armata; Cartwheels, Hose Moody, Valma Rich, Margaret
day guest of her children, Mrs. Fern I The old saloon has gone forever,
PLEASANT POINT
Franklin Spinney; Ready for Santa, Percy I’orter; carpenters, Milton Carlson, Mildred Weymouth, Vivian
but a lot of its conversation is being
Rice and Miss Ruth Pierson.
Mr. and Mrs, Homer Marshall have
Milton Robarts: exercise, Santa Damage, Mikial Leo. Charles Bod Foster; Chiirtmas Customs in many
Mr. Nelson who has been suffer preserved in the modern play.—Phila
Claus, Lucille Melvin, Mary Crisas- man, Elliott Gamage and Charles lands—Denmark, Arlene -Havener,; bought llie Freathy house and are ing from an infected leg Is slowly im delphia Inquirer.
| tamo, Arthur St. Clair, Vivian Strout, Barter: painters, Mertland Harring Sweden, Dorothy Flanders; Norway. moving in thia week.
proving.
Mrs. Grace Maloney attended State
Edwin Hutchinson, Donald Chaples, ton, Raymond Smallwood, Egbert Frances Ptltee; song, class.
Mr, aid Mrs. Albion Williams, Mrs.
Grange in Augusta last week as a
Harold Lewis and Goldie Mason; Farnham and Edwin Knight; doll
France, Alice Lawry; Ireland, Nora delegate from Acorn Grange. Mr. Fred Watts. Mrs. James Taylor were
Mother Goose Songs, Sub-Primary; makers, Milton Smith. Charles Fra
in Rockland last week.
The Christmas Birthday, Shirlene zier. Elmer Bowen and Jasper Lom Taylor; Spain, Ida Wotton; Ger Maloney had charge of the postofflee
Harry Patterson has had an elec
McKinney: The Christmas Elves, bardo; dolls, Margery Bartlett, Ruth many, Vera Richards; song, class; during her absence.
tric radio installed in Ills house.
Mrs. Biehard Shuman visited rel
Elmer Pinkham; Christmas Eve, Harper, Dorothy Boynton and Mar Holland, Randall House; Russia,
Anna Murgita; Italy, Carrie Cuccin atives in SI. George Friday,
I Naomi Richards, Virginia Accardi. garet Dtinton.
There will be a Joke Christmas tree
Song, Hooray for Santa Claus; ello; song, class.
Henry Teel of Teel’s Island has
j Dorothy Black, Roscoe Lindsey, Har
in l.O.O.F. hail Thursday evening by
Wales,
Marion
Carter;
Scotland,
I'll
Take
What
Santa
Brings,
Wil

been
at
D.
L.
Maloney's
the
past
week.
old Peasley Douglass Ulmer, Wil
j the numbers of Puritan Rebekah
A. F. Morse and sons* Wilbur and
bur Banner and Mildred Townsend; bert Ames, dialogue, Santa Buys a Ruth Pendleton; England, Virginia
Lodge. Santa will he there to en
Leach.
America,
Ella
Simmons;
song,
New
Suit,
Dorothy
Vose
and
Carl

Ferdindand
are
building
a
37-foot
Riding With Santa, John Crockett:
tertain you. Every one is asked to
Christmas
Bells,
class;
A
Christmas
ton
Gregory,
song,
Santa
Claus;
power
boat
for
Lyman
McFarland
Candle Exercise, Virginia Sampronl,
contribute a joke present. Those not
Gift,
Kathryn
Cole;
song,
class.
The
Christmas
Birthday.
Mary
Rich

of New Hnibor.
, Edwin Cress, Barbara
Bodman,
solicited for foist please take sand
• • • •
Christmas Spelling, Percy
Carl B. Gray of Omaha, Neb., was
Junior Lothrop and Lucille Smith; ards;
wiches. A jolly good time is an
At the Tyler School Monday morn nt his summer home in this place last ticipated.
Kitty's Present, Douglass Kelly, Porter; My Tree. Harriet Moon;
Song, This Is the Dolly, Shirlene Mc Holly Red and Mistletoe, Dorothea ing as the children were marching week.
Mr. an.' Mrs. A. R. Carle who have
Kinney, Charlotte Jones, Lena Cuc Burkhart; The First Christmas, I out for recess, they were halted by
PARK THEATRE
the
principal;
Edwin
Edwards gone soil'll for the winter are at the
cinello, Dotothy .Melvin, Laura Pom Winnifred Pinkham;
Trimming the Christmas Tree, stepped fotward and wished the mu- Hotel Colonial, Hagerstown, Mary
The feature today is Karl Dane
eroy and Virginia Nelson.
and George K. Arthur in "Brotherly
Our Christmas Stockings, Billy playlet, east—The Spirit of Christ ' sic teacher, Mrs. Nellie Cote Howard land.
F. S. Stone and B. W. Coomhs mo Love" There is also n two-reel com
Murgiti: When Santa Comes, Russell mas, Marjorie Smith; Helpers. Kind a Merry Christmas and Happy New
edy and the Paramount News.
Richardson, Ethel Hutchinson and ness, Cheerfulness, Obedience, Pa ! Year and presented her with a five tored to Portland Thursday.
The choir met with Mrs. Homer
Thrills and heart throbs are said
Edwin Jones; A Wee Little Stocking, tience and Willingness: pop corn I dollar gold piece, a gift from the
Marshall last Sunday evening to to be present In abundance in
James Wentworth; Those I Love, hearers, Douglas Rich, Samuel Gray, children and teachers.
The Third grade youngsters sold practice Christmas music.
"Marked Money," which Is coming
Mary Cross; I Wish I Had a Stock Wesley Knight, Charles Barter and
There will he a Christmas tree and Wednesday. Junior Coghlan. Pathe's
ing. Harry Graves: Christmas Song, Sidney Shafter; shepherd boy, Adriel the most htalth seals of any room
candle hearers, Margaret in the building, their sales amounting concert in tile schoolhouse Monday Juvenile favorite, Virginia Bradford.
Donald Liters, Lena Cuccinello, Fales;
evening to which all are invited.
George Duryea and Tom Kennedy
Thelma Burns, Gwendolyn Hartley Dunton, Margery Bartlett. Vrenet to between $lfi and $17.
Service here, mean# just
Forest Young who has been il, for have the principal roles in the pic
and Bill Cummings: Mary's Query. Morgan, Ruth Harper and Dorothy
the
past
three
weeks,
was
taken
to
what the word implies—
Boynton:
star
hearer,
IBertha
Kent;
ture whose rapidly moving sequences
Mary Gerrish; A Note To Santa.
The worst of the ultra-modern poet
material when, where and
Eleanor Gross: The Reason, Donald recitation, Genevieve Gray; song of disillusion is that he has very little Knox Hosnllal Friday for treatment. include an exciting early morning
Cates; Sing A Song 'Of Santa Claus, Away In a Manger: bell bearers. Ver- to say, and says it with great vio His friends wish him a speedy recov ride in a mill; wagon, a wild dash in
as you want it—your con
ery.
Morgan.
Winnie
Larrabee. lence.—fW. A. Darlington.
an automobile, and a thrilling fight
Orrin Phelps. Edward Colson and net
venience, not ours. That
in an airplane. Hector Turnbull pro
Percy Colson; Christmas Symbols, Maudie Beaton. Glenna Rankin and
idea of service goes right
duced “Marked Money," which was
ST. GEORGE
Arlene Blood, Nfil Russell and Carolyn Smith: recitation. Chester
back to the choosing of
directed by Spencer Bennnett.—adv.
Nathalie Edwards;
Plans for a Sundstrom: package bearers, Mar
Merry Clnistnias and Happy New
the merchandise. For in
Better Christmas, Robert Brackett; gery Bartlett, John Armata and
) Year io a'l readers of The CourierLast year there was no question
stance — we recommend
Christmas Joys. Louise Kalloch; Cprlton Gregory, song. Christmas
i Gazette.
but what the new open air shelter for
Santa Claus. George Bodman; A Neat Bells. The pupils of grade five wish
SHEETROCK, the timeI
Frank
Kerswell,
Joseph
Simmons
pullets on range was a success. Many
Little Letter, Fred Grover: A Christ to thank Marjorie Smith for the treat
tested, fireproof wallboard
and
Allen
Conary
are
doing
repair
of these houses were built last year
mas Wish, ,Naomi Richards: A Good- 4>f pop corn and apples they enjoyed
—because it’s the best.
work on the church.
the
last
da;,
of
school.
but
not
enough.
Now
is
the
time
to
Bye, Lucille Smith, Junior Lothrop.
That
’s true of our whole
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robert
Bald
were
start
one.
During
the
winter
there
Grade Six
Grade Two
united in marriage Friday evening at will be a number of stormy days, the
line.
The following Christmas program
Bible Story of Christmas, Edwin Years ago when onr mothers were little the Bapils*. church. They will occupy time can be used to good advantage
was given in Grade Two. "The Edwards, John Leo, Victor Bucklin, girls, their mothers were using this the Frank Morris house which is all in building cne or more of these shel
W. H. Glover & Co.
Christmas Worry." Angelena D'Agos John Boardman, David Hodgkins, good old medicine for constipation uuil furnished.
ters. The work can he done on the
tino; "What the Stocking Said," Vernon Raye, Everett Jameson, Har stomach troubles. It is today 's remedy.
CONTRACTORS
Full instructions for
The quariies In tills town all closed barn floor.
George Huntley; "Christmas Time,” old
Anderson:
December, class; “L. FAtwood’s Medicine (or Bitters). down Friday.
building one of these can be ol»
Tel. 14
Philip Hutchins; “Christmas Bells." Christmas Doings, Eleanor 'Bradbury. 60 doses only 50c. Trial 15c. All dealers.
Robert Wood and John W'ood are talned from County Agent Went
Zelma Hawkins: “The Fruit for Me.” Dorothy Darling, Margaret Pendle
453
Main
St.
hocxiand
chopping for Frank Blown.
worth. Rockland. The cost Is only
Made and Guaranteed by
Burton Ervin; 'Santa Claus,” Wil ton. Bii-bara Jordan: When Shep
Mrs. It. it. Pierson left Wednesday nbniit Rlfl.ftfl and that means only
L. F. MEDICINE CO.. Portland, Maine
liam House; leading "The Candles of herds Watched, song, Virginia Lcacli,
fur Boston where she will be a holl- five pulleta next fall.

REO
FLYING CLOUD

the .mate.

George M. Simmons

WHITE
OAK
COAL
MORE HEAT-LESS ASHES
FOR SALE BY

ROCKLAND COAL CO.
TELEPHONE 72

INVESTORS
SYNDICATE
PLAN

I'M<<W

offers to those with even
the smallest of incomes, ths
way to comfort, happiness
and prosperity. A home, a
ear and freedom from fi’
nancial worry are possible
through thrift and indus
try. An amount at small
as 112.60 a month invested in Investors Syndicate Certificates for
120 months will pay yon in cash—$2,000.

'

cm

»>

» wLitl* si

These Certificates are barked and guaranteed by the entire reaonrees
of our Company, amounting to over $22,000,000.

Mail coupon for booklet NTS giving further facts and Information.

INVESTOBS SYNDICATE
....... - -............Established 1894 =

A. C. JONES
5 TALBOT AVE.

Name.......

Address . .

ROCKLAND

TEL. 576

23 Tillson Avenue

Mother’s
Remedy

Telephone 4-W

Rockland, Maine
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Every-Other-Day

THOMASTON
Mi s. Ruth Matson of this town who
Is spending the winter in Miami. Fla.,
reports a very enjoyable season.
Crockett Brown is spending Ills
Cliristmas vacation at home.
Tile
Eowdoin
students.
John
Creighton and Stephen Lavender, are
over for tiie holidays.
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll of the West
End are Ir. I'nion to spend Christinas
witli relatives.
Miss Ruth Averill of Xew York who
arrived home Saturday is returning
tliis Tuesday accompanied by her
sister Naomi.
Mrs. Redington Robbins ijnd Mr.
nnd Mrs. George W. Ludwig who arc
spending the winter in Miami, mo
tored out into the Everglades last
week and while on the -trip had the
pleasure of picking oranges and
grapefruit from the trees in an or
chard of 33 acres. They note that it
was a wonderful sight.
Some 200 people attended the can
tata given at the Baptist church Sun
day evening. The prevalent colds
had caught some of the principal
singers which somewhat interfered
with the service. The hymns sung
were of th? season, as was also Rev.
Mr. Kilborn's address. The Star of
Bethlehem was displayed as the
hymns were sung.
The basketball game Saturday eve
ning resulted in a victory for Wis
casset by the close score of 39 to
35.
Walter Robertson has moved into
the upper tenement of the William
Gillchrest house at West End.
A. W. liiaisdell has removed to
Hallowell.
Miss Margaret Ruggles is in town
for awhile.
Miss Katherine Stevens and Miss
Margaret
Manly
are
spending
Christmas nt home.
Arthur McDonaild is visiting his
mother.
Miss Margaret Johnson is at home
from Farmington Normal School.
Word ccmes that Mr. and Mrs.
George W. Ludwig who are passing
the winter in Miami are having a fine
time.
Clinton Kelley is confined to his
home by » bad cold.
Mr. and Mrs. R. O. Elliot are spend
ing the holidays with their daughter
Mrs. Warren Bukeley in Swampscott.
Mass.
Albert Elliot is with his parents,
Capt. and Mrs. A. J. Elliot for a
short time
Arthur Brasier of Portland is
spending a vacation at his old home
on Brooklyn Heights.
Mrs. R. It .Robbins and son Red
ington. accompanied Mr. and Mrs. B.
D. Spillman recently on a fish
ing trip in Florida waters.
Mr. end Mrs. G. W. Ludwig and
Mrs. Redington Robbins motored to
Homestead and the famous Redland
district of Florida Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. Albert Dctnuth of Warren.
Miss Rutli Pillsbury of Smith Col
lege is spending her vacation at home.

*
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W s here—the glad season of the year when hearts are stirred—
the season when the feeling of good will become boundless. In com
memoration of this notable event the advertisers subscribing to the sup

5

port of this page extend to each and every one the sincere and cor
dial wishes for the good things—health, wealth and happiness. That’s
their message to you.

—

C-HUJ

«CTo all our friends, to the old ones
and the new ones to come, do we
wish this Christmas to be the mer
riest.

CHISHOLM BROS.

CUTLER-COOK CO.

■w

«<Best Wishes for a Happy Holi
day Season and a Pledge of Service
Through the Year To Come. Our
Wish — Health, Happiness ’ and
Prosperity.

‘♦W,

Rockland Savings Bank
S&i

ROCKPORT
Mrs. Robert K. Shiblcs has re
timed from a delightful trip to Phildelphia where she was the guest of
dr. and Mrs. John Gribbcl of Wynote and Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Latta of
,'hestnut Hill.
Mrs. Irving Cain and son Robert
,ave been confined to their home by
llncss for several days.
The Public Library is greatly inlebtel to Francis Gilbert of Utica.
<. Y.. for a generous gift of books.
Russell Thurston of Manchester,
s'. H„ Is in town to spend the holilays.
Mr.and Mrs. E. A. Champney spent
Ihristmas Eve and the holiday at the
ionic of Mrs. Champney's sister. Mrs.
Sffie Salisbury. Amsburv Hill.
Mr. and Mrs. Thornton Havener of
vittery Point are passing the hulllays at the home of his mother. Mrs.
Jertrude Havener.
The Fred A. Norwood Relief Corps
viH have a Christmas tree Dee. 28.
ifter the icgular meeting. Members
ire requested to take gifts of dishes
ir other articles for the hall. Rereshments of sandwiches, fancy
ookies and coffee will lie served.
Mrs. AJtlia Goding of Hope is passng the holidays with her sister Mrs.
Nellie Wilkins.
Mrs. Blanche Ellsworth is being enertainea today at the home of Capt.
ind Mrs. Ernest Torrey.
Mrs. S. Josephine Wall is confined
:o her home with an attack of grippe.
Miss Beulah Welt is at home from
Boston to spend the holidays with her
larents. Mr. and Mrs. Leander Welt.
The Twentieth Century Club will
re entertained Friday afternoon at
live,home of Mrs. Minetta Paul. Comnercial street.
Elmer Crockett of Amherst is at
Ills home here for the Christmas va
cation.
Oliver Ingraham is at home from
Bangor to spend Christmas.
A. T. Carroll is at home from Vinnalhaven to spend Christmas witli
Iris family.
Miss Caroline Fuller returned Sat
urday from Brookline. Mass., where
she has been for several weeks.
Miss Eillian Brann is at home from
Beverly, Mass., to spend the holidays
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Biann.
A fine Christmas program was
given nt the Baptist church Sunday
evening by members of the .Sunday
Schoo', assisted liy a chorus choir
under the direction of Mrs. Mabelle
Crone, who deserves much credit for
the fine rendering of the musical part
of the program. Mrs. Hazel Cain and
Mrs. P .C. Hughey had charge of the
recitations and exercises by the Sun
day School. The decorations were in
keeping with the Christmas season
and tastefully arranged hv Miss
Helen Dunbar and Milford Payson.
The picture "The Three Wise Men''
was placed on the wall by Mrs. .1. A.
Russ. It is a work of art and greatly
admired. The committee in charge
highly appreciates the services of all
who took part in the program either
in singing or assisting in any way.
The lantern was run by Maynard
Graffam and made the tableaux very
effective. Mrs. Donald Johnson of
Camden efficiently presided at the
:ulosis is extensive in the
ck, it is best to dispose of
flock, clean and disinfect
ises, and restock with
xls. However, if the infer4ht. the tuberculin testing
advififli’le.
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^Our best wishes for a joyous sea
son and happiness to come.

9OLET/DE GREETINGS

*3We hope that your box of joy
on Christmas will be filled to over
flowing.

f«We hail Christmas day most
heartily ! The year just past has
brought us cheer—and we hope
that it has been as good to you.

McDOUGALL-LADD CO.

EASTERN FURNITURE CO.

><To all our patrons—those who
have shared with us and those who
will share with us in the future—
our heartiest and sincerest greet
ings. May Christmas be your best!

Strand and Park Theatres
Rockland Amusement Company

KNOWLTON’S MARKET

^COur Christmas wish of a year ago
has been fulfilled. The community,
generally speaking, has passed
through a prosperous year. May
1929 be equally kind to all.

LEWISTON BUICK CO.

^Christmas day itself is synony
mous with cheer and happiness.
The spirit of this occasion should
be carried throughout the year—
and we hope for its continuation.

e greet you this Christmas day
in the same spirit as of other years.
The community has been good to
us—and we hope that we have
been good to this community.

Blaisdell Automobile Co.

THURSTON OIL CO.

^Happiness, peace and prosperity!
What more could we wish you all
—and what more could you want!
May Providence be as kind to all
of you as he has been to us in the
last bountiful year.

CLARENCE F. JOY

Every-Other-Day

*€*<<*<«<*«*<<<<«<«««*«««

TELEPHONE ..................................................... 3M

Uticle Sam Has Spent Mil

What Newspaper Do
6

James Agee is home from Uarvard
to wpend' Christmas.

f

count of illness.
Miss Rose Adams has returned
from a week's visit in Bangor, where
Miss Marion Brawn arrived home
she was the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Saturday night truni Newton TheoWilliam Christmas.
logical Institution for the Christinas
holidays.
Master Nell Little was a guest
Thursday evening at the Christmas
Mr. and Mrs. William Robinson and
play presented by Miss Com Billing- daughters DorofhT and Priscilla of
ton's school in Nohleboro.
Isle au Haut arrived here Saturday
and are ai their Glencove home for
Tlte engagement of Miss Sarah the winter months.
Bye, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. An
thony Bye, Stonington, to Fred N.
Donald Merriam is home horn
"Burns of Portland, is announced. The Bowdoin College during tile Christ
wedding will be an early event of the mas recess.
New Year. Miss Bye. who is a sister
of Miss Mary Bye. R. N.. is a fre
Fred A. Thorndike is Ejpending the
quent visitor ^in Rockland and has holidays with his daughter. Mrs. H.
many friends here.
Kinsley Draper In Canton, Mass.

CUTLER-COOK CO.
Watch This Space Thursday

RUBINSTEIN CLUB
New York Musical Organiza

tion Successfully Opens Its

Forty-second Season

The Rubinstein Club of New York.
Mrs. William Rogers Chapman, presi
dent, opened its forty-second season
on December 11, before a most bril
liant aud.'ence in the grand hall room
of the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel. Dr.
William K. Chapman received an ova
tion. as he took his place at the
conductors stand. It is needless to
say that the famous club sang more
wonderfully than ever. I)r. Chapman
conducted with his old-time enthusi
asm, for Richard was himself again
after his long illness.
The program was most interesting,
as many new compositions were ren
dered for the first time, among them
the American Ode. by Richard
Kountz, ana the Russian Songs by
Tschaikowsky. Many encores were
demanded. This choral society has
been under Dr. Chapman's direction
during its entire forty-two years,
which is a record for 'Xew York. Much
interest was centered around the.
soloist of the evening, Miss Emma
Otero, Cuban coloratura soprano, a
protege of his excellency. Gen. Ger
ardo Machado, president of the Cuban
Republic. Beniamino Gigli, the great
tenor of the Metropolitan Opera
House, after hearing her sing in Cuba
not long ago. brought her 'to Xew
York to study with Mr. Rosati. Her
numbers on the program were as
follows: Aria, “Ombra jbeggiera”—
“Dinorah,” by Meyerbeer, La Calandrina. by Donizetti, and La Zingara,
by J-onkdli. She created a furore
second to no Metropolitan debutante.
General Machado was so much inter
ested in her debut, that he and his
staff came from Cuba to be present.
His box was decorated with the
Cuban flag, and Mr. Gigli’s box with
the Italian flag, -as Mr. Gigli <ajid
prominent members of the Metropoli
tan Opera were present.
During the intermission. Mrs.
Chapman arranged for a flash-light
picture to be taken of the club and
soloist. and the world famous tenor.
Gigli on the stage. Altogether it
was an evening never to he forgotten,
for brilliancy of audience, and mar
velous work for soloist and chorus.—
N. Y. Telegraph.

George Adams arrived Thursday
Mrs. Philip Howard left this morn
from Dexter for a two weeks' vaca ing for New- York where she will join
tion with liis parents. Mr. and Mrs. Mr. Howard" and son Conrad.
Joseph Adams, Berkeley street.
Portraits of "Misses Evelyn and
The regular meeting of the Methe- Frances McDougall, daughters of Mr.
besec Club takes place Friday at the and Mrs. H. N. McDougall of Port
home of Mrs. E. B. Silsby. Summer land. formerly of Rockland, appeared
street. The program will be devot in the society section of the Port
ed to "The American Home," with land." ’Sunday Telegram.
Mrs. Mabel Cric and Mrs. Jennie Hill
A siiiail dinner party at the Thorn
as leaders.
»
dike Hotel Friday was followed by
Mrs. J. A. Burpee entertained at a cards at the home of Mrs. .L A.
Thimble party (Wednesday at her Burpee, Main street, with Mrs. Philip
home on Main street. The event was Howard as honor guest.
preceded by luncheon.
Mrs. Leola Rose is the guest of her
The Tuesday Olub watt entertained daughter. Mrs. F. W. Rugg. at Jackby Mrs. David Talbot Tuesday aft son Heights, Long Island, N. Y.
ernoon.
Mr. and iMrts. Alonzo M. Nchvbert
Mr. and Mrs.. Zebedee Simmons and children Raymond and Nancy of
left Saturday for St. Petersburg. Fla.. South Weymouth. Mass., are guests
of their parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. H.
where they will 'Spend the winter.
Newbert, North Main street, for "the
Miss Harriet O'Brien arrived home Christmas festivities.
Saturday from Danbury, Conn., and
NORTH HAVEN
is spending her Christmas vacation as
guest of Mrs. A. L. Hall. Masonic
Winter arrived and let it be known
street.
Saturday morning. With the mcrCLARK ISLAND
~~
, ,, ,
i curjli deg. below at Greenville in the
Little
are
Dick Emery and Hugh .itte art , |lca,.l
Maine it was but 10 deg.
home from "Neilcroft Farms , Glen- , h1m>w 12 mileK l)ff Kockjand
Miss Margaret Bartlett closed her
don, for Christmas.
school of 15 weeks Friday afternoon
Henry Duncan is in Rockland.
_North
. ...........
......... people
_____
Haven
are ___
receiving with 29 pupils. The two pupils atThe Rifbinstein Club will hold a Christmas cards from the Southland. I tending the whole term without being
^special meeting Friday afternoon at Former pastor Milton G. Perry sends 1 absent or tardy were Kenneth MorWhe Congregational vestry, the pro- greetlngs from Duneden. Miss Cush- lison and Harrison Colbath. There
i gram to be given entirely by privi ing from Sarasota. Mrs. Duncan and was a Christmas tree and concert
leged members, Including Miss Ade- | Miss Duncan from Jacksonville.
| with the following program:
laide Cross, soprano: Mrs. Dorothy
Charles Staples took the noon boat Welcome .... -........................ *Jhblcy Johnson
Bird George, contralto: Miss Bertha Saturday for Rockland and Rockport My Tree —-jj™
‘[’“3
Luce, violinist; Miss Iluth Thomas.
where lie will spend tiie winter with ,
Music
Miss Esther Stevenson and Mrs.
Just So Is Christmas ......................................
friends
Charlotte Jackson, pianl’ts.
Mrs.
...................... Margaret lingers, Doris Caven
Trees
docoratod
and
lighted
and
The Boys' Time .............. -......................••••••••••
Gladys Morgan is chairman. It will
wreaths
in
the
windows
spread
their
...............Gustave Pearson. Harrison tolbatli
be a guest day, each member having
Christmas Birthday ............. Minerva Johnson
the privilege of one invitation, the Christmas cheer along the North Christmas Spelling ............. Kenneth Morrison
Music
meeting being limited to club mem Haven highways.
The chorus choir of the church re Christmas In the Land of Nod............... School
bers and their guests only. The hour
turned with Mrs. Leseer Stone at her Kris Krlncle ................................. Bl»tc Putansu
is 2.15.
Year After Year ................................. Alice Lind
____
I home Tuesday and at the church Frj- Everywhere
Christmas ............... Herbert Ellis
Toyland .......................................... ....................
Willlam Flanagan is home from j 4ay afternoon
Hazel Harrison, Elsie Putansu. Lcrda Lind
It
is
a
glad
w
’
ord
that
H-rslioll
Gardiner to spend Christmas week
Little Town of Bethlehem ........... Doris Caven
Haskell who was thyealened witli The
Same Old Santa ............................ «•.......
pneumonia
Is
on
the
r6ad
to
recovery.
.Margaret Rogers, Cerda Lind, Ralph Caven
The program of the regular meet
Also
that
Dorothy
Grant
and
Marion
There was a good attendance of
ing of the Rubinstein Club Friday
parents and friends. Miss Bartlett
afternoon was in keeping witli the Grant ^re now up and about again.
Among
those
to
return
home
for
the
will spend her Christmas vacation
Christmas season, and in the hands
of Miss Alice Erskine, chairman, was holidays are Miss Cora Hopkins and with her parents Mr. and Mrs. A. T.
Miss
Etmna
Parsons
from
Plainville.
Bartlett at Stonington.
one of interest and pleasure. The
Congregational vestry was effective Conn. They arrived Saturday after
with Christmas greens and evergreen noon.
Edgar Hopkins was in Rockland
trees, lighted red candles in the win
dows and on tiie table, nnd a gaiiy Ealurday.
An unfortunate accident occurred
trimmed Christmas tree in one corner
night
when
Clarence
adding color to the scene. Follow ing Saturday
Christmas carols sung by the club Waterman. Jr., or Bobbie as he is
chorus accompanied by Mrs. Averill known, fell from rear end of a truck
nt the piano and Miss liertha Luce upon which he and other boys w’ere
and A. R. Marsh, violins. Mrs. Berry riding to the pictures. The injury
I conducting, Mrs. Reta Robinson gave was such that it seemed best to get
Quiet
. the piano solo "Hark. Hark the Lark" him ht liockland as soon as possible.
OIL BURNER
The
trip
was
made
in
the
Coast
Ouard
by Schubert. Then came Miss Ers
kine's paper on “Yuletide Music,” boat '■ at niidcighft. Examination
which emphasized the part carols and showed a fracture of the skull, it is
bells play in Christmas music the hoped that it is not extremely seri
world over, delightfully constructed ous and that in a few days he may be
F you want maximum
and delivered. By way of illustration recovered.
At the Baptist church Sunday night
these numbers were interspersed:
the
following
program
was
carried
satisfaction from the oil
Mezzo-soprano—There's a Sons In the Air ....
...................................................... Oley Speaks out: Orchestra select tins. “Joy to
Mrs. Lorlta Bicknell
the, M'orld" and “Fraternity Over
burner you buy—meas
Plano—tiesu Bambino ..................... Pietro Yon
ture*’’ chorus choir of 14 girls in se
Mrs. Kihei L. Hayden
Soprano—Brightest and Best .... Mendelssohn lections from the Christmas Pageant
ure it carefully for sim
Mrs. Vivian Hewett
book ' At the Manger.” duets by Mrs.
Ducts—Tlic Christ-Child's Star ....................
Mrs. Foy
.................................... Somervell arr. Manney Herman Crockett and
plicity, economy, dura
Brown, address by the pastor. "Gifts
Away in a Manger .... 1..........................
............................... words by Martin Luther That Only Christ Can Bestow.” Se
"Mrs. Katherine Vcazle, Mrs. Gladys Morgan
bility and quietness.
lections by the orchestra closed the
Soprano—0 Holy Night .......................... Adam
service.
Mrs. Lisa Constantine

MAY

I

Mezzo—Silent Night ................... German carol
Mrs. Halen Wentworth

Accompanists for the afternoon
were Mrs. Averill. Miss Stahl and
Miss Hall. There w’ere 61 members
and several guests present. The club
will hold a special meeting Friday
afternoon. Dec. 28. which will he a
guest day, limited to members and
their guests, each member having the
privilege of Inviting one guest only.
The program for the afternoon will be
given entirely by the privileged mem
bers who arc largely music students
and teachers, and promises to be one
of the outstanding events of the club
year. Those to take part are Miss
Adelaide Cross, soprano; Mrs. Doro
thy Bird George, contralto; Miss Ruth
Thomas. Miss Esther Stevenson and
Mrs. Charlotte Jackson, pianists and
Miss Bertha Lnee, Violin. The chair
man for the afternoon will be Mrs.
.Morgan.

SOUTH HOPE

Twenty guests were present and
enjqycd the Christmas program, Dec.
J a. which marked tiie passing of an
other term of the South Hope School.
A well laden tree was an object of
much interest. Refreshments were
served. The pupils having regular
attendance for 15 weeks were Agnes
Lermend. Arnold Childs. Henry Hast
ings; and Arthur Upham.
Those
missing but -one day, iWilton Jones.
Henry Tollman and Hope Bowley.
The winners In the spelling contest
were Edna Carver. Philip Crabtree.
Anna Hart, Daniel Bowley, Edward
Doughty, Susan Gath. Dorothy Car
ver with honorable mention given to
Henry Hastings.
WHEN IN NEW YORK—Ketnentber iimt y«»u
can buy copies of Tiie t’ourler-Gnzelte. with
the home news, at Hotaling's News Agency,

508 West 40th street.

We welcome such meas
urements of the Quiet

May Automatic Oil Burn

er, and wUl be glad to
help you make them.

ERWIN M. SPEAR

615 Main St.

Rockland

Tel. 331 for prompt service

signals whether siren, dlaphonc,
whistle or reed horn, compressed ail'
takes the lead, yet the faithful old
steam whistle still does duty in more
than 100 stations. Some of these
whistles are 12 indies in diameter and
when they spenk such human an
nouncers as Joe Humphreys and the
sideshow circus barkers must turn
green witli envy.
Probably tiie average fislierman of
our coast depends as much on the
boil warnings as any other one tiling
in shaping his course. Both tiie bell
buoy and the bell on the shore, the
latter weighing as much as two tons,
are reliable aids The fog stations are
installed in duplicate and both are
kept in perfect working order to fore
stall any chance of failure Io operate
when needed. Seguin fog station at
the mouth of pie Kennebec River
bolds the record for continuous per
formance. In the year 1907 it was in
operation 30 per cent of the time!
Buoys are tiie guideposts of dthe
fishermen and ihe Lighthouse Service
is continually expanding this method
of marking its marine highways. It
maintains over 8,000 buoys. 638 of
which are gas buoys of various types.
It requires about 60 lighthouse tend
ers to keep tiie buoys "on the job."
A Jot of destructive elements are busy
trying to undo this work of man.
• • * •

Seven

Par

Atwater Keat
RADIO

MODEL

(From the Atlantic Fisherman)
Gn charts showing the Baiting
Atwater Kent
banks there is a line of lettering
speaker.
3
which reads: "Fifty Ut 55 per cent,
sizes, each $20.
day s with fog!" The Banks—Grand
Bank, Western, I.a Have, Middle and
Barquereau, or -Quero. and George's
Shoal, southward of Cape Cod, are
anything hut playgrounds.
Cloud, mist and felt are minute
particles of condensed water vapor.
Cloud is fog aloft. Mist is fog. Those
globules of water at times combine
and form rain; at other times freeze
and form snow. When cold ail- chilis
Model 42 A. C. set uses
this vapor it condenses and again be
6 A. C. tubes and 1 rec
............... •
\
tifying
tube. New cabi
comes cloud, or mist and fog if it is
net design. Less tubes,
low down. Interesting but not im
$86.
portant to this article would he an
elaboration on the why and wherefore
BEGINS NEW SEASON
of fog.
What the United States Lighthouse
Woman’s Educational Club Service has done for the fisherman
as well as for all other navigators to
To Reap Fruits of Mem lessen so far as is humanly possible
the terrors of fog is more to the point.
bership Drive
Lighthouses, lightships, buoys and
z_____
daymarks—thousands of them. More
The winter season of the Woman's than 16.000 to be more specific, main
Enemies of the buoys are collisions,
(without tubes)
Educational Clutb was ushered in last tained along nearly 50.000 miles of ice, gales, sea worms, and such paint
destroyers as sun. water, and bird
Thursday with a banquet at Odd Fel coast line and river channels.
As an aid to navigation the light lime. Then, too buoys sometimes
lows hall in charge of Mrs. Ida Sim
HE automatic line voltage control built
house dates back to tiie year 300 B.C. drag moorings or break adrift, so ab
mons and a corps of workers. The when a high tower was built on the solute dependence cannot always be
into Model 42 protects the A. C. tube
lesson period featured a discourse on island of Pharos in the approach to placed upon them. Eut the tenders
from the effects of excessive current.
"The New Psychology, or How to Alexandria. Egypt. At the top of this are bore,, there and everywhere and
Refinements
in design make this not only
Keep Menially Fit."
column a fire was kept burning by the moment a buoy defection is reThe tmeeting was opened in its night and a smudge of smoke pro 1 xirted they remedy the error.
a more serviceable, but a more handsome
usual form.
The president, (Mrs. duced for day.
Most common and least expensive
set. Ball feet, panelled comers and a mod
Mary Perry Rich, was assisted by
of the buoy family are the spars,
• • • •
em
gold-plated nameplate add the finishing
Mrs. PriseDla Richardson, who led In
Boston Light, established in 1716, which, as their name implies, are long
the Lord’s Prayer; Mrs. Addie Rich
touches
to the two-toned satin finish. See
logs
shackled
to
the
mooring
chain
ardson as leader in the Preamble to was the first in this country. Whale at their lower ends causing them to
this new set here—or phone for a home
oil was the fuel supplied tiie lamp
the Gonstitution pf the United States;
float in a nearly vertical position ex
demonstration.
Miss Clara Spalding, leading in re which was suspended in tiie top of the cept when swayed by the tides. Fish
peating in unison the American's lantern or glass-sided chamber. ermen find the angle of tiie buoys and
Creed: and Mrs. Lilia Wi.iams in That was the beginning of Hie splen the state of the wake as the water
Lincoln's Gettysburg Address: and did service now maintained by tiie moves past them of great value in
EASY TERMS
Miss Madeline Rogers in Salute to United States Bureau of Lighthouses. determining just how much tidal al
Lighthouses
have
been
rated
from
the Flag.
lowances must be made in thick
Mrs. Grace Phelps Armstrong sang first order down to sixth according to
weather navigation.
to her own accompaniment "America the size of the lens. First order lights
The principal types of ordinary
Authorized Agent For
th? Beautiful” and "The Pines of have a visibility of 18 miles or over.
The visibility of a light depends a buoys are nuns or conical buoys: cans
Maine."
ATWATER-KENT RADIOS
and the spars. Then there are the
Mrs. Nettie E. Stewart will serve good deal on its height and on the po
WILLARD BATTERIES
more elaborate gas. whistle and l>ell
as critic to report at the next regu sition of the observer. These visi
buoys. The largest, most compli
lar meeting to be held at the Copper bilities are based on an assumption
PADI1 ■'t'P'’LIES
Kettle next Friday evening. Critics that the mariner's eye is 15 feet above cated and by all odds the most ex
to serve at the next meeting are the sea and that the curvature of the pensive buoys the Lighthouse Service
Miss Boggs. Mrs. .Barrows, Mrs. Oscar earth cuts off the light at the tabu places, are the great sea buoys
Stuart. Mrs. Nettie Stewart and lated distance. If a fisherman should moored in the approaches to the
Climb aloft to the lookout perch lie larger ports. Generally these are
Mrs. Alice Sprague Hall.
Mrs. Louise H. Ingraham, Mrs. could sec a light considerably further combination gas and whistlers, while
AN APPRECIATION
Alice Fitzgerald. Miss Mary L. Has than he might from the deck below a few also have a submarine bell.
With their lantern 1C feet above water
kell. Mrs. Rosalind E. Sawyer, Mrs. him.
I ic (’I '.ncr Drug Store
There are many different kinds of they weigh 11 ions and cost about
Nancy Chamberlain. Miss Ella Tolman, Mrs. Nellie McKinney, Mrs? lighthouses or types, from such a $8.00(1.
Wiul e-i' at This Tinc
ExAlTthe lightships and these big sea
Dqra Maxey. Fay IHodgkins, Mrs. pretentious tower as that on Cape
Ralph Burkett, Mrs. Philip Burkett, Hatteras, down to the humble so- buoys have what are known as compross
It
.
A:
r.eciation
of
the
Mrs. Joseph Robinson, Mrs. Philip called post lanterns on the ends of l»anions—generally whistling buoys,
Seekins were admitted to member piers or at Tlver turns or channels cans, nuns or aj»ar.s. known as marker
Gem roin Paironag? of the
ship and 117 applications will be not where long visibility is not called for. huoys. Thus if anything happens to
r.i -t Year and to WDh All Its
ed upon at the next meeting.
Each light station lias presented in the principal btioy the station is not
It was reported that 11 picnics had dividual problems of its own. One of left unmarked. Buoys that break
Old iind Xew
Patrons a
been held the past summer at the the big feats of earlier days in the adrift frotn their moorings have fre
Merry Chrblmas and a Happy
homes of members were civic lessons Lighthouse Service was maintaining quently been known to drift clear
and other instructive studies were ta the light on Minot's I .edge. Never to across the ocean from the Xew Eng
Xew Year.
ken. Chevrons have been awarded be forgotten is the memorable gale land coast.
In
Xovember.
1023,
the
Frying
l
’
an
for merits in securing memberships. that swept the tower away in 1851
Mrs. Lilia Williams of Thomaston hearing the keepers to their death. Shoals gas buoy slipped its moorings
was high line, and the other winners The granite foundation of tile present and went on a lone cruise that took
were Mrs. Rich, Mrs. Covel, Mrs. tower was dove-tailed into tiie rocks it offshore into the Gulf Stream, then
Oliver, Mrs. Cousins, Mrs. Merrill, of the ledge. It has stood for more northeastward to the Tail of the Grand
Mrs. Newbert.
, than 76 years in its exposed position Banks. Several bundled miles east of
»»
No. 13
A group of readings by Miss Made although tiie keepers up In the lantern the banks it detoured up along the
line Rogers, featuring "Jemima's 85 feet above the sea know what it is east coasy of X’ewfoundlar.d. Onward
Courtship" and "Circle Day" was giv to have tlte seas wash their windows it journeyed toward the British Isles
en by request.
and finally arrived off the southeast
in winter storms.
• • * «
Mrs. Stewart's monologue "The
coast of Ireland. A fisherman took
Nervous Lady Motoring." was much
Perhaps the average reader does it in tow and landed it at Skibbereen.
enjoyed by the 100 or more present, not know that lighthouses, while pri From there it was loaded on to a
om
lblh’wing is (akin Irmn .1 bu’.n’tin SsmiciI 1-y the Litib I
for whom a rare treat was in store marily erected to guide mariners steamship and brought back home!
S : :cs I‘i.'die H• a’.: h >' 1 \ i- • 1
1
1 ■
in the coining of Gale Laughlin, Rep after the shades of night have fallen,
resentative to Legislature, a practic arc also designed so as to be con
What a lot of time and money it fiL catlun.
ing Portland attorney and author and spicuous day marks. They are all ac would save if somebody would move
A medicine tu he recognized as such i >1 m •' .--it'. ;i poti-m
lecturer. Miss Laughlin is 'president curately chatted and are invaluable that the Literary Digest straw bal- I
a. factor for harm as it can be for g< «. I. an.I lmu’.d taecr. ne be
of the Portland Woman's Literary when it comes to taking bearings.
lot be declared formal.—Boston
classed as a pots n.”
Union, which, she said, has 697 mem
Cape Hatteras, ono of tiie best Herald.
££££? The ingestion or the use of a poison ■ fraught witli danbers.
known lights on the Atlantic coast,
g» r -. and in ordt r to minimize ti e p ssi’ale harmful r< suits th • indiHer subject, "Women Citizens" rises from the low dunes of the North
viduni taking 1 tin d.cinal preparation on his own initiative sh uld
held the closest attention of her audi Carolina coast like an old-fashioned
be thoroughly well Informed as to tin- nalina ind chara'*tcrisiii - 1 '
ence and all hope for the great
stick of candy with its broad spiral
the drugs be is taking and the im A/w a id ifte l
Jmt may be < x pleasure of listening to her again in
pecLcd.'’
striping. Once a lighthouse Is sight
the future.
ed through a fog. our coast fishermen
t^FlJSPIn plainer woriis, you had b« ' leave pr« ribing to tin*
identify It as often probably from tiie
UNION
physician who has- the knowledge ncies:sary to do so safely.
buildings of the station or the shore
SitMtei
oa
a
beiotifnl
park
characteristics
themselves
as
from
|^jKWhenever you are ill g» to you: pby.-'aian. If imali'in is
Mrs. Sadie Cunningham and Mrs.
Displaying an ensemble of palms end
prescribed let us till the prescription.
A. C. LaMont visited friends in Au the tower Itself. That is one of the
el a ots. overlooking Lake
chief reasons why no two stations arc tropical
gusta last Tuesday.
Worth with o view of Palm Beech M
Mrs. Lillian Alden is confined to designed to look alike In fact it is the opposite shore.
her home by illness. She is attended rather unusual to find two that even J16 rooms—esch with private bath r* %
Plan . . . Moderate rates
closely resemble each other to a prac i European
by Dr. H H. Plumer.
•.. electric heat irt all rooms.
Open all Year
Mrs. Inez Creighton has had the ticed eye.
APOTHECARIES
HENRY J. DYNES. Uyr.
The fixed while light is the sea
telephone installed at her home.
EKtublishrtl
186S — incut T orated 1326
John Howard is again on his mail man’s favorite, its steady glow being
easy to take bearings from, yet the
PRESCRIPTIONS OUR SPECIALTY
route after a two weeks' vacation.
Alma LaMont and Mrs. Sadie combinations of fixed and Hashing
EC CORNER MAIN AND LIMEROCK STREETS
ROCKLAND
Cunningham spent a few days in Bath lights, and of the alternating lights
which show white then red. are in
and Portland recently.
Mr. and Mrs. John Cunningham valuable under certain conditions. It I
and Alma LaMont visited relatives ik Is particularly appropriate that a
panel of red glass should lie inserted
BurfeeUviUe last Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Pettingill ars in the light which marks dangerous
rejoicing over the birth of a baby boy. shoals or rocks. This panel is so 11,tted
W. E. Dornan of East Union vis that the red light covers the menacing
A PUBLIX THEATRE
areas, leaving the white to murk the
ited friends here recently.
One of the Publix Theatres
clear water and channels. So, when
TODAY
a light flashes red the navigtor
WARREN
knows he has passed the margin of
Karl Dane
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Acliorn. Sr., safety.
And
« • « «
entertained Mr. and Mrs. Lytman 1).
George
K. Arthur
Randall and Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Early lights in this country burned
Spear at dinner last Thursday eve whale oil. in the interval between
ning.
“BROTHERLY LOVE”
that fuel and the development of the
Mrs. Alton Foster and children of kerosene industry in 1877, lard oil
COMEDY
NEWS
Thomaston were guests Thursday tf was favored liy tiie Lighthouse Serv
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establishment of the so-called unCOMEDY
Miss Mildred Kenniston and Miss watched lights. These arc very re
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F. Crockett Brown who is home pense formerly precluded such aids
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with no other attention than a re
Tiie topic for the Wednesday eve
newal of the fuel tanks perhaps twice
ning meeting at the Baptist church
a year.
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will 'be “Christ in 1929."
The •Lighthouse Service maintains
Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Andrews
who have been spending the past two radio fog signals on its important
lightships. while the Navy maintains
weeks in Boston' with Mrs. Andrews'
aunt. Mrs. Storer. plan to leave there compass stations in the approach to
for a winter's sojourn in Florida otter large ports front which ships may
readily obtain accurate bearings. Tho
the holidays.
Hilliard Spear and Beulah Starrett direction tinder is on the ship when
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cation front his studies at the U. of M.

We Will Pay You To Tell Us

Otis Parsons is seriously ill at his
home, 602 Main street. He would be
pleased to have his -friends ca.il.

Miss Leola Wellman of UorLianJ is
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Eda Knowlton and Miss Vir
George A. Wellman, Netv County ginia Egan arc home from Winches
road.
ter, Mass., for the Christmas vaca
tion.,
Miss Laura Hmall arrived front
Portland today to spend Christmas
M4-P. Fritz Johnson and children
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs havq.returned to their home at Min- '
Charles Small at The Highlands.
turpf. after spending a few days in
BoelUand.
Charlies Knickerbocker of NewYork is the guest of his father, Kev.
Mfs. Gust Noumau and family are
C. A. Knickerbocker, over the holiday. spending the winter at the home of
Mrs, Norman's brotlier, Daniel Mar
Tlte regular meeting of the Junior tin, Thomaston street.
Harmony Club will take place Wed
nesday evening at the ISPW rooms at
■Miss Helen Fifleldi is home from
7 o’clock.
I division and Auburn to spend the
Christmas vacation.
Wyman Foster has arrived from
Cambridge, Mass., and joined Mrs.
Mrs. Frances Blckmorc who lias
Foster to spend Christmas with Mr. been spending the past eight months
and Mrs. F W. Fuller, Talbot avenue. with her son in Deer Isle, has re
turned home.
Archie Brown arrives front Monltegan today to spend Christmas with
Mrs. Daniel Martin of Trainer's
his family.
has been conftned to her home on ac
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THE TERRORS OF FOG

SOW
In addition to personal notes recording de
partures anil arrivals, this department espe
cially desires Information of social happen
ings, partlos, musicals, etc. Notes sent liy
mall or telephone *111 be gladly received.
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"SANTA CLAUS LANE"
How They Celebrate Christ
mas Across Lots In Los
Angeles
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:_

Tite city of Los Angeles is a very
interesting place at this season of
the year, and every year as tiie
Christmas season draws near there
seems to he put forth a greater effort
to make the event a success. When
somebody conceived the idea of
lighting the giant deodars, or Hima
laya cedars, lining the avenue in Al
tadena, leading to the mountains,
they started something that already
has spread to the cities of Southern
California, and this season there is
greater preparation than ever before
to celebrate Christmas out of doors.
In some of the streets there have
been some large trees, 20 or 30 feet
high, brought in and set up along
the side walk about 50 feet apart.
They are decorated, and lighted with
colored bulbs, and will add to the
Christmas cheer and attractiveness
of the city.
Hollywood this year is putting on
a program that will be very popular
with the children for a real Santa
Clans will parade up and down the
boulevard with his reindeer. The
name of the street is to he changed
for the time being and named "Santa
Claus Lane." Christmas trees will
line the street and be lighted with j
colored lights. Mary Pirkford's name
is mentioned in connection with tiie
celebration and anything she has a
part in will surely he a success.
Some of the movie stars will take
part in the parade and will drive the
reindeer through “Santa Claus Lane."
The mild warm days that we have
here in this country make the out
door Christmas a joyful occasion. It
will he a good advertisement for our
climate and the novelty of it will
rcaclt the places where snow and Ice
abound and they will want to go to
the land of sunshine to spend their
next Christmas.
The people here who have frien Is
in the East are urging them to come,
and this appeared in one church bul
letin last Sunday:
"Southern California is highly fav
ored above any other section in these
United States of America. Climatic
conditions are as near perfect as can
be found anywhere in the world,
while physicians claim that the
tenure of life is lengthened 10 years
on the average under the health-giv
ing prop“rties of California's Sun
shine.
Tropical hurricanes spend
their force before they reach our fair
shores, leaving our vicinity with a
wind velocity of only five miles per
hour for the entire year. And so
we feel the urge to invite the frigid
East and the wind devastated South
east to come to Southern California,
where they will find a cordial wel
come awaiting them nt the Los An
geles Advent Christian church. Let's
Go."
1 notice in your excellent paper.
The Courier-Gazette that Miss Ttoggat the Woman’s Educational Club
picnic, thinks Maine should advertise
like the West. Well. 1 have given a
few points on how tbev do it here.
I have not mentioned the "Ail the
Year Club" that spends thousands to
.advertise Southern California as a
summer climate.
W .1. Hatton
2S22 X. Griffin avenue. Los An
geles., Calif.. Dec. 13.

Htrislm&ditw
s here—the glad season of the year when hearts are stirred—
the season when the feeling of good will become boundless. In com
memoration of this notable event the advertisers subscribing to the sup
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port of this page extend to each and every one the sincere and cor
dial wishes for the good things—health, wealth and happiness. That’s
> their message to you.

IT ,
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L ftest Christmas li’is

FROM US TO YOU
BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

’£We wish to take this opportunity
to Express Our Earnest Apprecia
tion of the Fine Support Given Us
the past year by the People of this
Community. We will continue in
our efforts to serve.

PERRY’S FOODLAND
Christmas
. Cheer
&
hjWWjOllU
With Best Wishes for a

I^Our greetings of the season to all
of you; may Christmas, 1928. be
your happiest and others to follow
happier than this one.

Happy Holiday

A \

VESPER A. LEACH

Stonington Furniture Co.

A DOG SLED RACE

Will Be One of Features At
Sportsman s Show In Bos
ton
Ail the alluring thrills of a hunting
or fishing trip in the northern wood
lands await the sportsmen of NewEngland at the biggest Sportsmen's
Show Boston has ever seen, which
will open a 10-day exhibition at Me
chanics Building. Wednesday. Jan.
Id. The woodland atmosphere will
he everywhere present and tiie spec
tacle will be made even more realistic
and picturesque with hundreds of
wild animals brought from Canada
and northern New England especially
for the occasion, together with a
dozen aquariums of game fish and
scores of birds.
A large cow moose bad alreay been
raptured in the woods of New Bruns
wick by game wardens and will be
shipped to Boston at an early date.
New Brunswick officials in charge of
the big exhibit from that province
are hoping that a live bull moose may
be obtained to show Bostonians that
fine specimens of wild game exists
in that territory.
Two nationally known anglers
whose reputation as fishermen ranks
them as champions will entertain
with daily demonstrations through
out the period ofthe show. Bill Vogt
comes to Boston to teach New Eng
landers the art of fly casting, while
Chief Dowiaglc who is equally pro
ficient at plug easting, has issued a
challenge to any and all marksmen to
equal his aim. the challenger to use a
revolver.
There will also be an especially de
signed rifle range and daiv lille and
revolver competitions.
Choice specimens of Atlantic silver
salmon, trout, landlocked salmon,
bass, picekrel and other game fish
will he sent to Boston as part of the
big New Brunswick exhibit, while in
a special aquariurj. there will be
Shown five specimens of a variety of
trout, said to be the only five of the
kind in the World.
One of the most valuable and inter
esting mounted exhibits will he a col
lection of heads of lions, tigers and
other East African jungle beats just
brought to this country to complete a
private Boston collection.
A New England championship dog
sled race is proposed as one of the
interesting outdoor features of the
show. The 20’0-niile race will have
its start from a point to be select* <1
in northern New Hampshire and the
finish will he at Mechanics Building
in Boston about noon. Saturday. .Jan,
19. It will he the first time that a
dog sled race has ever been tied tip in
Boston. It is expected that the event,
which involves $1509 in prizes, will
attract practically every blue-blooded
Eskimo dog team in New England.
WHEN IN NEW YORK—Ucmeniber Hi d you
can buy copies of The ('millet Gazelle, wllli
the lioine news, a I (totaling’.-. News Agency
JOS best loth .street.

1

tf'Our Christmas Message is One
of Cordial Good Wishes to All Our
Friends and Patrons and Appreci

ation of the Many Favors Accorded
Us in the Past.

The Season’s Greetings

F. J. SIMONTON CO.
JOHN BIRD CO.

*CMay a kindly Providence allow
you to share the good things of
Christmas day throughout the
forthcoming fifty-two weeks of
1929.

ROBERTS & VEAZIE
Maurice Lovejoy, Prop.
T

r

Christmas Cheer

E. C. MORAN & CO.

“Sail On Through Another Year of
Prosperity to Another Christmastide as Happy as This" is Our Wish
for You.

LEON J. WHITE
Jeweler

L.

